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P r e fac e
To introduce something new to such an
established sport was always going to
be a challenge, since change in and of
itself creates a wake of apprehension.
In attempting to bring the Victorian
darting community together through
one publication, it was heartening
to receive the support of many
organisations, leagues and players that
are looking forward to its release.
During our research we realised only
too well the difficulty of tracking down
who is actually out there playing darts
in our small country towns and rural
areas. One of the aims of this handbook
is to encourage travel and friendly
competition between leagues and clubs
around the State.
Many a fun weekend can be had visiting
and playing in country areas. Beautiful
surroundings and renowned country
hospitality is freely given by country
leagues during special weekend visits
and should be highly prized. Many
annual competitions do already exist
and afford the opportunity of a darting
weekend away, but all too often we
just don’t hear about these in our own
locality.
The Darter places itself forward in
all sincerity to try and address the
existing communication issues. Now
that the Darter handbook is out there
in the hands of you all I feel sure the
wheels of change will slowly turn and
communication gradually improve.
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There will obviously be some regretful
omissions or outdated contact details
but we have done our best and have
spent many hours tracking down
contacts and talking to leagues.
Our accuracy will always rely on your
communication with us. If you know of
any details that have changed, missing
or are incorrect please inform us by
ringing or emailing the changes through.
It costs nothing to call our office on
1800 815 160 or Email eastcoast@
darters.net. May I suggest that someone
from your league or association take the
time to send through any new contact
details or competition dates for inclusion
in the next issue?
May I also remind you that competition
or league promotions within the Darter
are priced to cover handbook printing
costs only and are extremely low. Please
forward any league promotion promptly
as pages do fill fast.
In closing I ask you all to embrace
the effort and spirit with which this
handbook has been produced and
support your sport by making next
year's issue even bigger and better.
Russell Strobel



Railroads and Rocket Science
Does the statement, “We’ve always
done it that way” ring any bells?
The US standard railroad gauge
(distance between the rails) is 4 feet
8½ inches. That’s an exceedingly odd
number. Why was that gauge used?
Because that’s the way they built them
in England, and English Expatriates
built the US Railroads. Why did the
English build them like that? Because
the first rail lines were built by the
same people who built the pre-railroad
tramways, and that’s the gauge they
used. Why did “they” use that gauge
then? Because the people who built the
tramways used the same jigs and tools
that they used for building wagons,
which used that wheel spacing
Okay why did the wagons have that
particular odd wheel spacing? Well, if
they tried to use any other spacing, the
wagon wheels would break on some of
the old, long distance roads in England,
because that’s the spacing of the wheel
ruts. So who built those old rutted
roads? Imperial Rome built the first
long distance roads in Europe for their
legions. They’ve been used ever since

in the matter of wheel spacing... The
United States standard railroad gauge
of 4 feet 8½ inches is derived from the
original specifications for an Imperial
Roman war chariot, and bureaucracies
live forever. So the next time you are
handed a specification and wonder
what horse’s ass came up with it, you
may be exactly right, the Imperial
Roman army chariots were made just
wide enough to accommodate the back
ends of two war horses.

n o w t h e t w i s t to t h e s to ry…
When you see a Space Shuttle sitting
on its launch pad, there are two big
booster rockets attached to the sides
of the main fuel tank. These are solid
rocket boosters or SRBs. The engineers
who designed the SRBs would have
preferred to make them a bit fatter,
but the SRBs had to be shipped by
train from the factory to the launch
site. The railroad line from the factory
happens to run through a tunnel in
the mountains. The tunnel is slightly
wider than the railroad track, and
the railroad track as you now know, is
about as wide as two horses’ behinds.
So, a major Space Shuttle design
feature of what is arguably the world’s
most advanced transportation was
determined over two thousand years
ago by the width of a horse’s ass…
... and you thought being a horse’s ass
wasn’t important!

a n d t h e r u t s i n t h e r oa d s ?
Roman war chariots formed the initial
ruts, which everyone else had to match
for fear of destroying their wagon
wheels. Since the chariots were made
for Imperial Rome, they were all alike
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introduction

Welcome to our inaugural issue
Whether you’re a Legend or
legendary, league champion or local
chucker you’re in good company,
for the one thing that brings us all
together is our common love for the
sport of darts.
This publication is innovative for
its collation of darting essentials
and has been carefully compiled
to provide information to dart
players of all levels, abilities and
ambition. It’s been written with
humour, humility and with the best
of intention to promote darts with
integrity and reveal opportunities
that may often be overlooked or
simply remain unknown to many
players.

State for fun and enjoyment on a
regular basis.
As you read and reference this
publication you’ll find, as experience
has taught us, you don’t need to
be a top ten player to find darts a
fulfilling and rewarding experience.
The bond that exists between our
elite players can also be found
within organisations and at events
where committee members have
worked with great sincerity to
promote that very same feeling.
As dart players ourselves we have,
over the years stumbled across
some very useful information,
not to mention a good number of
helpful people that have left lasting
impressions and enriched our
darting experience. Information
which seemed difficult if not
downright impossible to get at

Within this handbook you’ll find
competitions, calendars, darting
venues and affordable places to stay,
along with some good places to eat
once you get there. We’ll discuss
coaching, junior advancement and
new ideas to promote darts to all
Victorians including wheelchair
players. You’ll learn the advantages
of being a senior player over 45
years of age and how to become part
of a darting community that meets
around the
Darter 2008



first, we eventually realised is freely
and happily given once one knows
where to look. Now all dart players
have the opportunity to access
the same information within this
annual publication.
We have learned that one can travel
our State to compete and not always
blow the budget on accommodation
and travel expenses. We have
listened to the recommendations
of players who have shared with us
their good and bad experiences and
through this book tried to point you
towards the better ones.
If you love darts, like to travel or
have a passion for food, this book

is for you. If you’re feeling old, out
of the dart scene or the sense of
fun has gone from your sport, read
on. There has never been so much
darting information offered within
one publication.
As you can see, it’s pocket-sized,
easily carried in your dart case and
is a ready-reference for contacts,
important dates and helpful hints
to keep you motivated throughout
the year.
I hope you enjoy the reading as
much as we have enjoyed the
writing and publishing.
Russell Strobel
On Behalf of your Darter Team

Illuminating Coaching opportunities
Perhaps many will be surprised to
learn that there are fully accredited
dart coaches available throughout
Victoria. In fact coaching is available
to all players around the country
since Australia led the world in
1989 by becoming the first country
to introduce a National Darts
Coaching Program.
Accredited DFA Dart Coaches
do not charge for their services,
although when visiting remote
areas, reimbursement of fuel costs
by the host league is usual. Those
who coach do so because of their
love for the sport and a desire to

increase the enjoyment and success
others obtain from playing darts.
Coaching courses for both Level
“0” and Level “1” DFA Coaching
Accreditation are held each year
here in Victoria, usually at the
Southern Dart League in Clayton.
Level “0” is an introduction to the
basics of coaching and runs for
approximately six hours. The course
is available to players from 18 years
of age.
Level “1” is a more comprehensive
course, is darts specific and is held
over a weekend. The Level 1 course
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“The still small
voice of gratitude.”
— Thomas Gray (1716-1771)

They shall grow not old, as we that are left grow old,
age shall not weary them, nor the years condemn.
At the going down of the sun, and in the
morning we will remember them.
— “For the Fallen”, Lawrence Binyon (1869-1943)

is structured to assist you in the
coaching of players from novice to
intermediate level of ability.
Police checks are required in line
with all such positions and for
those intending to travel and stay
away with juniors overnight at any
time a Working with Children Card
will also need to be applied for.
Application forms can be obtained
from your local Post Office.
There is no charge for a police check
being a “volunteer” coach, but you
will need to present a passport
photo with your application.
All of these procedures are very
straight-forward and easily and
quickly completed and should not
deter anyone who feels they are
suited to coaching from undertaking
the course.
Costs of the courses do vary
depending on the level you choose
to train in. The Level 1 course is
slightly more expensive but is still
well under $100. Many dart leagues
are more than happy to sponsor

interested members and expand
the effectiveness and integrity of
their league. Government Grants
may also be available to cover or
offset the costs associated with the
coaching course.

Writing about Legends brings two
things to mind, firstly how amazing
it is that so few people actually
know of its existence and secondly
just how much fun it is to be one.
Yes, I must confess that age alone

has now afforded me the right to
call myself a Legend.

Players gaining assistance from a
dart coach will learn to put into
place Home Practice Programs
and obtain personal guidance in
throwing style and mental attitude.
Coached players may advance to a
higher level of ability more quickly
by smoothing out the highs and
lows and making darts much more
rewarding. Talk to your dart league
about organising a coaching seminar
or sponsorship to assist you in
undertaking a coaching course.
For full details and to register your
interest contact:
State Coaching Director: Brian Murr
Phone: 8769 3888
Mobile: 0416 142 541
Email: bmassem@optusnet.com.au.

Legends make a name for themselves
Simpson and his donkey
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The Legends concept was originally
established in Perth in 1997 during
the DFA Championships and
World Cup. Launched initially as a
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Lennie Roy (founding member) and Don Reynolds (Legends Australian President),
their strong friendship helped Legends establish in Victoria ten years ago.
player’s voice to the DFA, the small
gathering gained momentum the
following year at the 1998 DFA
Championships in South Australia
where a second Legends meeting
was held.
Encouraged to Victoria, the Geelong
Darts Club became instrumental
in its early success, nurturing and
assisting the emerging Legends
concept with its fitting venue and
unrivalled hospitality. The years
since have seen numbers steadily
grow. Legends Victoria now has
more then 130 members who meet
seven or eight times each year
around the State to enjoy their
darts in light-hearted and friendly
competition. In October 2007
Darter 2008
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Legends celebrated their tenth
anniversary during the Australian
Championships held in Gosford
NSW.

Legends Victoria Ladies at the 2007 Championships in Gosford NSW.

Legends players are ranked in
four divisions for all in-house
competitions. Contest Directors
offer new members a place in
the division most suited to their
abilities. An assessment is made
upon joining to determine a darting
average, from then on assessment
is made on a yearly basis during
a special grading weekend. Over
time one has the opportunity and
challenge of progressing through
the divisions to higher levels of
competition.

Legends players can often be found
around Victoria at a wide variety
of darting events, not surprising
given their love for the sport. The
Legends smart blue and white shirts
are easily recognisable and herald
certain camaraderie when chance
meetings find fellow Legends
player’s at the same venue.
Legends Victoria is affiliated
with the Victorian Darts Council
and as such affords its members
the opportunity to take part in
additional VDC/DFA competitions

such as the State Reserve Challenge
and Melbourne Cup weekends to
name a few as part of a Legends
contingent. All Legends players are
affiliated through the VDC with the
DFA.
Each year in October a week-long
gathering of players from around
the country meet to participate in
the Darting Legends Australian
Championships. Over 300 players
come together (in a different State
each year) for Singles, Teams,
Doubles and Mixed Doubles
11
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challenges during the five days of
competition. Evening fun events
and thoughtfully organised day
trips help players experience the
host town’s local tourist attractions
and mingle with old friends from
interstate.
For many an entire week of darting
fun is hard to imagine since most
of us aren’t familiar with playing for
such an extended period. Legends
truly is all about enjoyment,

forming friendships and sharing
the common love of darts. The
dedicated committee work tirelessly
to ensure all the year’s events flow
smoothly and remain interesting.
Membership fees at the time of
printing were $10 + $15 VDC fees if
making Legends your parent body.
Legends Victorian Secretary
Maree Gadzinski Phone: 5854 6264
Email: mfgad@bigpond.com.

Junior advancement gains momentum
In 2007 there were 18 junior boys
and 8 junior girls vying for a place
on the State Team comprising of 4
boys and 4 girls. One boy and girl
reserve player is also chosen but
does not necessarily travel to the
Championship unless required to
replace one of the four. There are
expenses involved if included in
the team but these are made clear
prior to the first try-out. Sponsors
can usually be found as home towns
and leagues are traditionally very
supportive of any junior making the
Junior State Team.
After the first try-out this year,
the number of boys was reduced,
through assessment of the
weekends results to 16 for the
second weekend, and then to the
top eight for the third. All eight
girls continued to attend through
to the last weekend where the final

by Russell Strobel

Each year the opportunity exists for
juniors under the age of 18 years of
age to try-out for the State Junior
Dart Team. Players are required
to attend a series of three try-out
weekends, four weeks apart from
June, held (last year) at the historic
Brunswick Club (V.L.D.A venue) in
Sydney Road.
Juniors competing must be
affiliated with the VDC prior to
entry, however every effort is made
to accommodate interested junior
players should their parent body
not have VDC affiliation. Nobody
should rule out the possibility of
a junior competing without first
contacting the VDC Secretary or
Junior Co-ordinator who have the
advancement of all players at heart,
no matter what their circumstance.
13
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jacket for use at the championships.
Amidst the celebrations and
excitement of inclusion, you may
realise that the things you were told
have become somewhat of a blur
as it all happens so quickly once
the final day’s selection process is
completed.
Tears are common amongst
those who had their hopes set on
making the team, but didn’t see
them eventuate. Even though we
understand making the final eight
is a great achievement in itself
the disappointment of missing
out often weighs heavy on young
shoulders, especially as they witness
the hype surrounding those who
have succeeded.
It is wise to keep this scenario
in mind from the outset, always
keeping your child grounded in
reality during the process whilst
encouraging and recognising their
achievement at every stage no
matter where they exit the process.
Junior State Players are required to
play in the State Reserve Challenge
held in September each year (venues
to be confirmed) and to attend the
Australian Masters Weekend (see
advertisement in the publication) in
Geelong in October. There they have
the opportunity to sell tickets from
the raffle should any remain unsold.
Many of the juniors who attended
the try-outs play in the VDC’s

five boys and girls were selected in a
mixed team event.
The benefit and enjoyment
juniors obtain from the try-outs is
immeasurable. Seasoned juniors
are most accepting and friendly
towards new-comers and a credit
to the VDC and their leagues with
their friendly, helpful attitude and
supportiveness. Accommodation
is available nearby and the venue
is easily accessible from all suburbs
should the opportunity exist to stay
with family or friends.
If you are unable to take a keen
young player to the try-outs
yourself it would be well worthwhile
contacting the State Coaching
Director who may be able to
help you make alternative travel
arrangements. You’ll find that
everyone within the organisation
is most supportive and any hurdles
can usually be overcome.
Hot and cold food, tea, coffee and
snacks are made available by the
hosts at the VLDA venue at very
reasonable prices each day of the
try-outs.
Junior State Team members do have
some obligations prior to attending
the Australian Championships in
early January. Upon selection each
team member will be issued with
an information sheet, raffle ticket
book and will be measured for their
individual team shirt and warm-up
Darter 2008
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Junior Singles, Doubles and Triples
Championship in September.
This well timed competition at the
Southern Dart League in Clayton
provides the perfect opportunity
for young players to put aside any
disappointment from the State Tryouts and meet with friends again for
a another weekend of junior-only
fun and competition.
Players can choose their Doubles
partner and friends will usually be
put together in the Triples if they
ask when registering. This popular
weekend not only provides the
opportunity for a reunion of those
at the try-outs, but also allows new

young players the chance to “test
the waters” for their attendance at
State Team elimination rounds the
following year.
VDC Secretary: Veronica Wilson
Telephone 9391 9100
Mobile: 0403 904 238
Junior Co-ordinator: June Sinclair
Telephone 5977 2698
State Coaching Director: Brian Murr
Telephone 8769 3888
Mobile: 0416 142 541
V.L.D.A. Brunswick Club:
203 Sydney Road Brunswick
Phone 9380 5144

i n t e r v i e w w i t h o n e o f o u r to P J u n i o r s - s t e wa r t Co b u r n
Darter: Darts are great fun but not a sport that
many young people have an awareness of,
what sparked your interest in darts?
Stewart: With mum and Dad both playing
darts I used to throw at home with them,
going to watch them play darts got me
wanting to play in the league with them.
We also used to watch a lot of darts on the
TV. This got me interested as well.
Darter: Can you tell us about the darts you
use?
Stewart: My darts were given to me by a
player from my Dad’s dart team, Charlie
Fortnam. Charlie said these darts were
made for him in England. They are Red
Dragon, reverse grip darts and weigh 24
grams.
Darter: Many people starting out in darts take
some time to settle on the right

weight, stem length and flight design, did
you experiment much before you found a
combination that suited you?
Stewart: When I started playing I tried a few
different darts. I found the ones that I use
now fly straight through the air and group
well. I have tried these with different flights
but have settled on standard flights as they
work best for me.
Darter: Darts Coaching is available throughout
Victoria, have you had any advice or
instruction from a Darts Coach?
Stewart: I have had no formal coaching, but
have had lots of advice from many of the
top players from the MPDL (Mornington
Peninsula Dart League) and the MDL
(Mountain Dart League) in Dandenong.
Darter: Of all the things you have learnt about
dart playing, what has had the greatest
impact on your performance?
15
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W h e e lc h a i r s a n d da r t s

Are wheelchair players aiming too high?
many losses to the most unlikely
looking players employing some
very awkward looking styles. One
can only ponder that if darts ever
becomes an Olympic Sport, just
what sort of spectacle we would
present walking into the crowded
arena amidst the athletic elite at the
Opening Ceremony…
Despite the physical hodgepodge of
players that would form our darting
contingent, I for one would be
proud to carry the flag (as long as it
wasn’t too heavy, nor the walk too
long), because this is the sporting
family with whom I choose to
associate and with whom I feel most
at ease.
Perhaps it’s because of my size
that I empathise with those that
display any physical limitation. It
may well be what fuels my passion
to share the good news of our sport
with others. I know from personal
experience that throwing darts
can have a remarkable effect both
physically and psychologically.
Since one’s foremost opponent
is the dartboard, one can bolster
confidence and aid physical and
emotional rehabilitation through
the attainment of realistic self-set
goals. Progress from tentative first

by Russell Strobel

Stewart: Being shown that having a
comfortable stance and enjoying the game
are what’s required to having a “good”
game.
Darter: We hear plenty about the affect a
players’ state-of-mind can have on their
accuracy in darts, how do you remain
calm and focused when under pressure?
Stewart: By thinking of my game and what
I need to throw.
Darter: Talented junior players are very
accepting of newer players trying the
sport of darts, can you comment on the
friendships you have made since you
started?
Stewart: I have met some great people in
darts, meeting and playing with the juniors
at the open tournaments and in the Junior
State Round Robin Qualifying I have got to
know lots of new friends.
Darter: Which current players do you admire
most?
Stewart: There are a few top players I have
met, at Morwell this year I met and played
against Tony David, he was only too willing
to talk to me about darts. Steve Duke, I
have played against Steve on Wednesday
and Thursday nights, Steve is always open
and interested in how I am going with my
game, his advice in practice has helped me.
Simon Whitlock, I met Simon at Geelong
earlier this year and watched some of
his games. He is a very good player. John
Darter 2008

Part, at MDL this year John Part played
an exhibition night and I was able to play
against him in one game. Very nerve
racking experience but was very enjoyable.
Tony, Steve, Simon and John have signed a
dart shirt for me.
Darter: Where and how often do you practice
darts?
Stewart: I practice darts almost every day
for between 1 - 1½ hours. I play every
Wednesday and Thursday nights and go
to darts with mum on a Tuesday night and
practice with my friend John Tuhi (State
Junior Team reserve player).
Darter: What has been the most exciting thing
that has happened to you in darts?
Stewart: Playing the round robin for the State
Junior Team and qualifying to represent
my State.
Darter: One would assume darts will always
be a part of life now, but what type of work
would you like to do once you leave school?
Stewart: I haven’t really decided what I want
to do after leaving school yet. As long as I
can still play darts I will be happy.
Darter: What is your favourite event on the
darting calendar and why?
Stewart: This year I played in the Morwell
tournament (Victorian Open) and enjoyed it
very much, I enjoy every competition I play
in as it is something new to learn and try.
16

Like many others I have grown
to love the sport of darts over the
years, not only for its captivating
challenge, but also for the
friendship found within the darting
community. Encouraging others
into the sport these days feels
particularly satisfying.
As a player without the benefit of an
Adonis-like physique I feel a sense
of fulfilment in pointing others to a
sport where one can still participate
competitively despite one’s size,
and to a great degree, fitness level
and age.
Perhaps like me you have been
brought back to reality at a
competition by an unlikely looking
player whose fragility of appearance
and shuffle to the throwing line
belies an underlying darting ability.
Your jaw may have dropped as
they awkwardly lurched and hurled
their darts with surprising if not
enviable accuracy. If beaten, like me
you probably returned home with
a renewed determination to hit the
practice board with more regularity
and increased fervour.
In fact as I look back over my
years of playing darts I can recall
17
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throws on the home practice board
to the exciting world of competition
darts takes place in one’s own time,
and at one’s own un-pressured pace.
Once there however the challenge
of playing in unfamiliar venues,
against unknown opponents only
serves to heighten the overall
enjoyment of the sport.

Co n s i d e r t h i s
I have already stated my belief
that darts is therapeutic by nature
and can result positively on the
wellbeing of those who play. I
have talked with talented players
many times who speak of honing
their skills during long periods of
convalescence. Injuries and illness
have seen many separated from
workmates and friends for extended
periods during recovery. On such
an occasion a dartboard can become
a constant companion and many
a long hour occupied setting and
meeting challenges with their darts.
I met someone recently who had
lost the use of his left, and most
commonly used hand after it was
crushed in an horrific accident. Just
eight months after the incident he
was back playing in a tournament,
but now throwing darts with the
opposite hand. He threw some most
respectable scores and progressed
through the first round or two
before finally bowing out. This
incident I’m sure is not unique.
Darter 2008

At most darts tournaments we
would find players who have
overcome low periods in their life
by throwing darts therapeutically
at a board, allowing time to make
intrinsic adjustments both mentally
and physically along their road to
recovery.
Consider the adjustments many
are required to make when life’s
unpredictability puts them in a
wheelchair for the first time and
18

maybe permanently. If ever a
therapeutic sport was needed to lift
spirits and aid the road to recovery
it must surely be at this time. Many
of us know the feeling of throwing
darts “meditatively” at a dartboard
while allowing the mind to heal
itself.
In a physical sense the wheelchair
is no obstacle to becoming a
talented dart player. Some, to
their credit, have learned to throw
at a board set at the regulation
height, but in general the number
of wheelchair dart players seen in
competitive darts is extremely low.
Disappointing when you consider
the supportive, light-hearted
environment that darts is usually
played in.
When we think of sharing the
pleasure of our sport with others
we can hardly overlook the impact
it could have on those confined to
a wheelchair. Darts is one of the
few sports where the loss of lower
body function isn’t a factor in the
“mechanics” of the game; the only
aspect of the sport that may put
them at a disadvantage is the height
of the board at which they are
expected to throw.
The board height in relation to their
position necessitates the thrower
to “lob” the dart in order to hit
the board at an acceptable angle.
From this lower throwing position,

not only is it harder to sight the
dart, but once released, the dart’s
trajectory is angled up in such a way
that the chance of bounce-outs on
blades and wires greatly increases.
Add to this the need for someone to
retrieve their darts from the board
on their behalf and it’s no surprise
that there are so few wheelchair
dart players.

W h y 173 c m ?
Before one puts forward a case
for any alteration to a dartboard’s
height it would seem prudent to
firstly try and establish the reason
for it being set at the height that
it is. Not an easy task since even
the reason behind the throwing
distance remains a mystery.
Thankfully whatever the reason
for the throwing distance being set
at 237cm it has little bearing on
this submission, since my concern
relates solely to the dartboard
height set for wheelchair players.
While trying to uncover possible
reasons for the dartboard being set
at 173cm some interesting findings
came to light. Unlike the myth
concerning the Hockey & Sons
Brewery and the throwing distance
being related to beer crates used
to mark a “hockey” line from the
brewery wall, I couldn’t even find
a myth to explain the dartboard’s
height. Research of this matter
required both an expansion of
19
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vision and the casting of fertile
thought outside the rectangular
field of reason in order to present
the theory contained herein...
The standardisation of darts began
in England in the 1920’s following
a period about the turn of the
century during which the game
was banned altogether for being
a “game of chance”. It was only in
1908 when a disgruntled publican
and dart-lover took on the judicial
system that it was finally proven (in
the most practical way) before jurors
that skill could indeed be developed
and thus change the outcome of a
game. From that point onwards the
popularity of the game of darts as a
“game of skill” began to grow.
There are no records to be found
of the dartboard being set at any
height other than 5'8" (173cm),
unlike the throwing line that has
increased once in length over the
years. So what could possibly have
prompted those who established
the game of darts in the 1920’s to
choose 5'8" above any other height?
The average height of an
Englishman today is 5'10" (175cm).
On the face of it this snippet of
trivia appears unlikely to have any
bearing on the height at which a
dartboard was set some 80 years
ago, but by extending this line
of investigation a little further
and applying some mathematics
Darter 2008

with “known” facts we get some
interesting results as you will see.
Statistics reveal that the average
height of an Englishman has
increased from 5' 7½" in the year
1900 up to 5' 10" in the year 2000.
Mathematically this equates to an
average height increase of ½" for
each 20 year period since the year
1900. This being the case it must
surely be considered reasonable
to assume that to find the average
height of a man in the 1920’s, when
darts began in earnest, we must
add ½" to the average height of a
man in the year 1900… and what
height do we end up with… 5'7½" +
½"= 5'8" (173cm) the exact height it
was decided to set the dartboard at
during that period.
Now maybe that’s just a big
coincidence, and I’m prepared to
accept the possibility that this may
be so, but since I have neither heard
nor read any explanation to suggest
why the height of 5'8" (173cm) was
chosen, I’m going to allow myself
the satisfaction of believing that
this may well be the explanation.
Okay, so for whatever reason the
dartboard was set to this height the
indisputable fact remains that it
was believed by those playing at the
time (1920’s) that 5'8" (173cm) was
the best choice, and for better or
worse we’ve lived with that decision
ever since.
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was set. 173cm was the average
male height then and we must
use this figure again to calculate
the alteration when a person’s
height is reduced while sitting in a
wheelchair. The result will give us
a board height arrived at by taking
into account the very same factors,
and using the height averages from
the same period, the 1920’s.

We have clearly established so far
that we are currently throwing on
a dartboard height originally set in
the 1920’s at a height equal to the
average man living in England at
that time. Even though the average
height of a male has increased in the
years since, the board remains set at
the original measurement. (This is
a very important point to take into
account when making calculations
for the height that would be most
appropriate for a wheelchair player).
The DFA coaching manual states
that a child of around 1.25m is not
considered of sufficient height to
be taught the correct technique
on a board set at regulation height
and for coaching and competition
purposes, common sense must
prevail and the board lowered to
an appropriate level. A wheelchairdependent person, when assessed
in light of the same issues in
the coaching manual, is also
disadvantaged when throwing at a
dartboard set at regulation height.
When looking at the height
alteration required to bring this
sector of our community to equity
on the darts playing field we must
be careful not to over compensate
and thus give any greater advantage.
When making the calculations it’s
important to relate back statistically
to the time when the original height

t h e c a lc u l at i o n s
A person 173cm tall while standing,
is approximately 136.5cm when
sitting in a standard manual
wheelchair. (Calculated using the
United Nations “Enable” charts).
When using an equivalent formula
to set the height for them we see
that the figure of 136.5cm is the
most appropriate height at which
a dartboard should be set in order
to compensate for the reduced
height of a wheelchair dart player.
Although some may choose to
question it, the maths simply
doesn’t lie.
Taking a minute to consider the
figure that we have arrived at
(136.5cm), we can see that it is
remarkably close numerically to
a simple reversal of the last two
digits of the 173cm standard board
height. A mere 0.5cm increase to
137cm would in my opinion make
the height variation so much easier
to remember and should be adopted
as the final adjusted measurement.
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Making it work

clever nephew who arrived on the
doorstep of his recently widowed
Aunt with a most unusual gift. He
had come to give her a fish tank
containing an Axolotl (Mexican
walking fish). This strangest of gifts
captured her imagination as each
time she passed the tank or sat in
her lounge-room she totally lost
herself in amazement while looking
at the fish walking up and down the
glass. The gift worked wonders, not
because she was so fond of Mexican
walking fish, in fact she had never
seen nor even heard of them before,
but simply because the gift was so
unusual it automatically gave her
timeout from the weight of her
grief. The Mexican Walking fish
believe it or not became therapeutic
and healing, thus aiding her
recovery.
Perhaps by now you can see that our
sport can offer far more, to a much
wider section of our community,
and in ways far more beneficial
than many may have realised.
Having a DFA approved variation
of regulation board height for
wheelchair players would find this
set-up information distributed with
dartboards, on websites and by dart
retailers.
The word would soon spread, and
the flow-on effect has limitless
possibilities for the promotion
of darts both nationally and
internationally. We led the world

When looking at this submission
it’s important to remember that
we are talking about an implication
far greater than just having a lower
dartboard for wheelchair players at
dart competitions. We are talking
about a precedent that has the
potential to encourage a whole
new section of our community into
the world of darts, not only in a
competitive sense but at home as
a hobby, pastime or therapy. Sadly
everyday someone finds themselves
having to come to terms with
wheelchair dependence.
In a 12 month research period
during 2004-2005 there were 381
new cases of Spinal Cord Injuries
(both trauma and disease related)
registered in Australia. Of the 280
injuries caused by trauma 109 were
motor vehicle related, 25 were water
related, 44 occurred during sport
and 47 were work related. From
those injured 44% were between
the ages of 10 and 34, 41% between
35 and 64 and 15% were 65 year
or older. Of those injured 134 still
retained use of their upper body
despite the loss of lower body
function. The average time spent in
hospital and rehabilitation was 4½
months before finally being released
and able to return home.
During my training as a hospice
volunteer I learned of a very
Darter 2008
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in 1989 when we developed the
first ever Coaching Scheme, how
satisfying it would be to add this to
our list of worthy amendments.
Assuming we have DFA approval
to alter the height of the board in
these special circumstances, what
difficulties would it present at
competitions? When discussing
this amendment most feel that
although it is a worthy cause the
complications when running a
competition would be too great. So
now might be a good time to take
the “bull by the horns” and sort this
out.
As we now know the height that we
would be setting the board, we need
to obtain a portable frame or two
for use in competitions. Initially one
frame would suffice since wheelchair
numbers at competitions will only
increase in time and in conjunction
with promotion. Having one frame
available would certainly be a good
start. The frame needs to be set-up
beside a standard frame in an area
with enough room to accommodate
the movement of the wheelchair…
So far all it’s cost us is a couple of
hundred dollars for the frame and a
little extra space…
During the competition those
drawn to play against the wheelchair
player will do so using the frame
beside the lower board. Each player
would be allowed the time to

complete their throw and retrieve
their darts before their opponent
moves to the throwing line on
their respective board. One scorer
standing between the two frames
can score both boards on the one
scoreboard with no difficulty at all.
As more wheelchair dependent
players join the sport we would
find perhaps two or three amended
frames set up around the darts
venue at competitions allowing for
play at a variety of locations around
the room as normal. With sufficient
space allowed between the two
frames for a wheelchair, everyone
can take their turn at chalking
games as should always be the case.

f ly i n g t h e f l ag
Having considered and overcome,
in theory at least, the major hurdles
along the road to allowing an
amended dartboard height, we are
now in the most luxurious position
of all… promoting our sport to our
newly targeted players. The areas
of promotion are numerous as
you can imagine. From umbrella
organisations like Wheelchair
Sports Australia, VicHealth and
other Government bodies we can
be sure find enthusiastic support
for the changes that the Darts
Federation of Australia could make.
Sponsorship from private
organisations could no doubt
be found to support the new
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venture and expansion of our
sport. Wheelchair and Disability
Aid manufacturers and retailers
would have good reason to sponsor
competitions, purchase amended
frames or financially assist players.
Many business managers would
surely be keen to add their support
and their name to such a groundbreaking and worthy endeavour.
As we all understand, “the journey
of a thousand miles begins with the
first step”. Hopefully this research
and proposal indicates that the
journey has now commenced.
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The Secret of Elite Performance

criteria: skills and conditioning.
Your skills are the bread and butter
of your sports performance. If
you cannot meet the technical
requirements of your chosen sport
then you will not survive (especially
if you are a skydiver!) This is why
junior community programs
focus almost exclusively on skills
– Auskick, Kindy-gym, Netta et
cetera. Can you catch a ball, throw
a ball, run and jump, twirl a baton?
The skills of any sport are where the
action and attraction reside.

by Duncan Blandford

What separates you from the
leaders in your sport? If you’re a
new competitor, then probably
a great divide. However if you’ve
been around a while, training hard,
there’s probably only a small gap in
performance that keeps you from
the podium. So how do you close
that gap? What’s the secret that
elite athletes share in every sport?
Until now your training has no
doubt focused on two performance
Darter 2008
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Conditioning signifies a more
serious athlete. It determines how
effectively you can apply your skills.
Where your skills provide the verb
– eg. Jump – your conditioning
provides the adverbs – eg. jump
higher. Conditioning means training
for strength, endurance, speed and
power, and is usually the part of
training that gets the groans.
Unfortunately as you progress in
your chosen sport, any measurable
improvement grows by ever
decreasing margins, until it reaches
a virtual plateau. That is why the
difference between top athletes
is measured in micro. The divide
between you and them seems so
small, yet seemingly impossible to
breach.
So what is the secret? How do you
shift from high performance to elite
performance?
The secret is you have to Go Mental!
Going Mental means “getting your
mind on your side!” Beyond positive
thinking - “C’mon! You can do it!” there are many ways your mind can
impact your performance. It may be
the size of your goals, or a simple
skill like mental rehearsal. Even just
the simple recognition that you are
good enough to shoot for the top
spot can be all it takes to send your
performance skywards. Ultimately
the way in which your mind gets
involved can be divided into three

main categories: Focus, Attitude,
and Virtuality.
Your Focus is where you put your
attention in any given moment.
Focus on the right things and the
right things happen. Your Attitude
is the emotional platform from
which you engage your event or
training. Good attitude, good
results. And virtuality is the things
you practice in your mind. What you
imagine most is what will take place.
Monkey see, monkey do!
Taking control of your attitude,
focus and virtuality means you
can access your full potential as an
athlete in your chosen sport. And
that is all that’s required to take
you to the top: Gold Medal, podium
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finish, pole position, number one!
Duncan Blandford is an Extreme
Performance Coach. His business,
Encouragemental, provides a range

of thought provoking services for
athletes and teams seeking to take
their performance to the next level.
Mobile 0448 223 253.

What were you thinking?

your mood swings and the natural
ebb and flow of confidence and selfbelief and you have a pretty rocky
platform for excellence.
The key to stabilising that
psychological platform is in
understanding and managing your
cycle of performance psychology;
what I call the Sanity Cycle of
Performance.
The following diagram shows four
key stages – suspense, action,
review and expectation – split

by Duncan Blandford

You’re in the arena, ready to
compete. Where’s your head at?
Where was it two nights ago as you
worked through your final training
session? Where was it two weeks
ago, right after your last event
reached its conclusion? Where will
it be tomorrow?

Suspense
Action
Review
Expectation

Mind set
Clear and
relaxed
In the
zone
Object
analysis
Positive
creativity

between two zones – performance
& training. Each of these stages
are identified by their own unique
features and require a different
mind-set.
These features and mind-sets are
outlined on the following chart; The
important thing to note is that the

Competition, training and down
time are all an integral part of
your sports performance. Your
state of mind during each of these
stages can have a flow on effect
and ultimately impact your overall
standing as an athlete. Add to that
Darter 2008

Features
Waiting
to begin
Busy
doing
Reviewing
recent action
Imagining
next event
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stages create a cycle – each stage
impacts the next. This is why we
have winning or losing streaks. Our
psychological state in each stage
perpetuates more of the same in
the next; unless we know how and
when to break the cycle.
Let’s take a look at a fictional case
study.

be thinking “my starts were weak
today; I need to place more weight
on my front leg out of the blocks.”
Two weeks later, with that memory
in mind he looks towards his next
competition thinking “With that
improvement on my starting
technique I may have the edge I
need to win this race.” Accordingly,
as he sets up in the blocks he is
relaxed, trusting his training to get
him over the line before the others;
and he gets away to a great start.
While running his mind is in the
zone: he’s pumping his arms and
legs and listening to his breathing,
watching the race unfold as if from
a spot in the stands. Following the
race, in which he placed 3rd, he
thinks “Fantastic! That start made
a difference. Now I need to improve
my mid-race stride length.”
The specific mind-sets for each stage
are of vital importance if that stage
is to be navigated successfully and
subsequently deliver maximum
performance. It’s important to note
that emotion is welcomed only in
the Expectation stage and even
then, only in a positive light. If we
were to include emotion anywhere
else in the cycle it would be with a
fifth stage – celebration after the
action was over! By controlling your
passage through the Sanity cycle
you can maintain that winning
streak, or turn a losing one around.

J ay t h e S P r i n t e r
Jay’s last competition ended poorly;
placing 4th and running well below
his best times. Looking back at the
day, his thoughts were things like
“I really sucked out there today”,
“Those guys were out of my league”,
and “Maybe I’m past my peak.” Two
weeks later, with that memory in
mind he now looks towards his next
competition thinking “I’m probably
going to be eliminated in the heats
today” and pictures himself, head
hanging low, at the finish line.
Accordingly, as he sets up in the
blocks he is tense and angry and
gets away to a poor start. Even as
he is running, part of his brain is
saying “Yep. I stuffed that bit up.
That’s my day over.” Following the
race he thinks “that sucked. I’m just
getting worse!”
Hopefully you can see the four
key stages in this example starting
from the review phase. What would
happen if we changed Jay’s mind
set in that first stage? Jay would
27
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All you need to do is ask yourself:
“Where’s my head at?”
Duncan Blandford is an Extreme
Performance Coach. His business,
Encouragemental, provides a range

of thought provoking services for
athletes and teams seeking to take
their performance to the next level.
Phone Duncan on 0448223253,
www.encouragemental.com.au.

Practice makes Perfect (Part One)

get a lot of coverage, and I believe
is quite important if you want to
improve your game. Whether you
want to become a Nationally ranked
player or wish to win more matches
on your league night, personal
practice is your greatest ally.
Think about it. Without practising
on your own you cannot hope to
improve any faster than the people
you play with, unless you play for
many years. There aren’t many
prodigies that just pick up darts and
throw like a pro from the beginning.
If you only practice when you play
on your league team, you are likely
to repeat the same mistakes over
and over again, since nothing is
really changing. When you play
games against an opponent, your
number one objective is to be fully
focused on the game.
The time to be thinking about
problems you’ve encountered in
throwing or trying out new ideas is
in personal practice, when nothing’s
at stake. Also, this period gives
you experience to try a great many
variations on any technique to see

by Charles Bradish

Over my short time playing and
studying darts, I’ve learned some
principles and lessons that are
worth sharing with my fellow
darters. Part of my education,
reading many darting books and
articles, has had mixed results.
There have been some excellent
articles and insights, but far more of
them were not helpful at all. I think
many of these dart-darting authors
spent too much time on personal
stories or praising this darter or that
one. These articles are the result of
my desire to put forth well written
information so that you, the darter,
might put these principles to work
and see their worth for yourself.
For the most part my wish is to
share proven practices and methods
that I have experienced, limiting
my opinions. Please forgive me if
I slip up now and then and state
my personal opinion; take it with a
grain of salt.
My first series of articles will be on
the subject of personal practice. This
is an area of darting that doesn’t
Darter 2008
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what works best for you. We all
want to know what works, don’t we?
So let’s talk about some of the
dimensions of personal practice.
First of all, it is probably much
better if you can practice on a
regular schedule, say every day for
one hour. The more frequently you
practice during the week, the better.
If you have less practice time, it is
still better to practice on multiple
occasions rather than once a week
for a lengthy duration. I say this
because practice helps your body
to go through the same routine
frequently so that it remembers the
motions.
It also helps you by giving your
mind some time to absorb the
learnings and incorporate them into
your unconscious mind. In this way
you don’t have to think about how
you’re shooting unless your shot is
not working as planned.
Secondly, practice should always be
more than just “pounding darts”
at the board. Your goal in practice
must be to elevate your skill to the
point that you always hit what you
are aiming for.
This effort should be true for all
three darts, every trip to the line.
With this in mind, personal practice
provides the perfect opportunity to
try a variety of different techniques,
minor adjustments and accidental
motions, which sometimes prove to

be improvement insights.
Let me take this thought one step
further. When you are practising, if
all three darts don’t go where you
are aiming, there are adjustments
that you can make that will correct
this situation. You must discover
them, practice using them, and
commit to higher goals. I am so sure
of this fact that if you will follow
some of the simple suggestions that
I make in future articles, your game
will improve.
A great deal of performing and
winning in darts is the belief in your
skills. Skills are simply the technical
and mental discoveries you make
and practice, which make your
game consistent, solid and highly
repeatable.
Let’s talk a bit more about gaining
skills. Many dart players I know,
including myself at one time, have
the belief that winning dart games
and matches is about beating
opponents. The difficulty becomes
how do I beat an opponent that
seems invincible? This is the wrong
approach to take for a winning
game. What wins matches are skills,
both physical, strategic and mental.
By gaining and performing the
correct skills at the right time, you
enable yourself to win games. When
you don’t win, your best response
is to assess what went wrong and
which skills you need to improve to
29
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win. All personal practice depends
on developing, maintaining and
improving skills.
Also, I would include the following
process for developing and
improving skills. First, recognize
when some aspect of your game or
technique is not working. This is
very important because I see darters
all the time that continue to do the
same things over and over with the
same poor results.
How can they expect their game
to get better by repeating actions

that have proven to be mostly
unsuccessful? Second, identify what
is causing the problem or what
prevents better performance.
This step is the tough one, which
often takes me many practice
sessions to realize. It is often helpful
to ask other darters what they
observe about your performance in
the problem area. Sometimes others
can easily see what we overlook.
Third, experiment with different
techniques to find out what you
could do to move closer to your
desired performance.

Make your team memorable
Need a name for your darts team?
Check out this web site, 100’s of
unique, funny and very clever team
names.
What about “Show us your Tips”,
“The Shank-Stranglers” or “Next” we
all know a team that could be called

the “Yapping Gobs” or “Sloppy
Seconds” don’t we? Adopt one from
the extensive list or add one of your
own.
Make sure you type this in precisely
(including capitals) www.dartboard.
com/TeamName/TeamMenu.html

World record broken at Broken Hill
English Dart Team to Challenge
Broken Hills Guinness Book Record:

thrown on 1 board in a 24 hour
period. This works out at an average
of 66 per 3 darts (thrown and pulled
in 10 seconds). The record was set
a few years back at the Legion Club
and one of their players Dick Dwyer
says that they had to change the
board about 10 times as they were
falling apart from the constant use.

A team in England has contacted
the Broken Hill league to get
information on their Guinness
Record of the highest score thrown
in a 24 hours.
The current record is 1,726,623
Darter 2008
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The used boards were auctioned
for charity after the record was set.
There was no extra time for board
changes so they were lined up so the
old one could be thrown off and a

new one hung between throws.
The English team that contacted
them couldn’t believe it was scored
from one board and have admitted
it will be nearly impossible to beat.

by Charles Bradish

like Phil Taylor, Paul Lim, John
Lowe, Alan Warriner, Roger Carter,
Gerald Verrier, Eric Bristow, Rod
Harrington et cetera, all have silky
smooth, complete strokes that look
graceful and each stroke looks the
same.

Practice makes Perfect (Part Two)
There are five areas of personal
practice that I have identified
for discussion: Stroke, Physical
Techniques/Setting Up, Improving
Weaknesses, Mathematics and
Counting, and Sports Psychological
Methods. The area I’m discussing in
this article is Stroke.
One of the most fundamental
elements for throwing winning
darts is developing and maintaining
a smooth, complete, and repeatable
arm stroke. Yet very few of the
darters that I’ve played with actually
emphasized this aspect of their
game or worked to improve it
dramatically.
Some of you may be wondering
to yourself “what are you talking
about, Charles? If I can hit what
I’m shooting at, what difference
does it make?” Well, it occurs to me
that almost all of the great players,
including most of the top players
in our darting association, have a
smooth and consistent stroke.
The great players of this sport,

What does this type of stroke do
for your game? It makes your shots
consistent, repeatable and accurate.
With a good stroke, even if your aim
needs work, you can consistently
put three darts in the same tight
area. That gives you more TonEighties and Nine-Counts, not to
mention those important Bull’s Eye
game winners.
Another excellent benefit to a
practised and perfected stroke is
that pressure tends to affect your
game less, when you stroke the dart
the same way over and over again.
One time I asked Dieter Schutsch,
an ADO ranked darter, how he
made his double out shots so
consistently under pressure. He told
me that it was muscle memory from
throwing for so many years.
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This is another description for an
in-the-groove stroke, which Dieter
has a great one.
I admit if you play long enough you
will develop a repeatable stroke. If
you don’t work to improve it, you’ll
end up with a stroke providing
results than are less accomplished
than what you are capable of.
So now to the nitty gritty. First,
let me describe the elements of a
good stroke and then I’ll give you a
practice routine for working on it.
Once you square up to the oche (I
will cover stance, grip, throw and
release and follow-through in the
next article), bring your arm to
the normal starting point for your
throw. Most people start with their
throwing forearm at a 90º angle to
their upper arm, although many
successful darters begin with their
hand closer to their face or arm
almost fully extended. Any of these
starting points are okay as long as
they feel comfortable to you and
produce good results (if not, try
something else until you get good
results). Let me emphasize this
point again; comfort and results are
the targets that you should always
aim to get.
It is important, regardless of where
you begin, that you take a full
backstroke before moving your arm
toward the board. When I say “full” I
mean 6 inches or MORE if possible.
Darter 2008

A full backstroke provides you with
the motion and energy necessary to
easily propel the dart in a straight
arc to the board without “pushing”
or forcing the dart toward your
intended target.
I’ve noticed that some darters
struggle with their whole body
to get the dart to their intended
target. Darts only weigh grams (16
to 28 grams are standard) and don’t
require much effort to throw 9 feet.
Those darters would benefit greatly
by working on their stroke along
with some release timing practice. It
is much easier to completely follow
through your stroke if you take a
large draw back.
Next, make a smooth transition to
thrust your shooting arm forward,
at the same speed as your draw
back. It is important for you to
bring your arm fully forward so that
your arm is completely extended.
Try to end up pointing with your
index finger at your intended target.
This big forward and backward
motion may feel uncomfortable at
first, but will yield more consistent
results.
Think about it for a moment. When
you really feel the pressure in a dart
match, and you know that you need
one last single to win, many times
you will throw a tense dart that
totally misses the mark. I bet that
missing dart was jerky and short
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in stroke, because you wanted to
guide it toward the target and not
stroke it.
Right after the game, you will throw
that same shot and “boom,” you hit
it perfectly. That shot had a longer
and smoother stroke; check it out
the next time you find yourself in
that situation. Besides, the longer
your stroke is, the more it takes to
throw your shot off of the intended
target.
Longer strokes require greater
energy to move the dart from it’s
directional path. Try throwing darts
with both a long and a short stroke
to see what happens and judge for
yourself.
Another element of stroke is
alignment. You must try your
best to ensure that the path of
your dart stroke is straight back
and then straight forward. This is
easier if your arm is straight up
and down instead of at an angle.
It is also easier if your body is
turned sideways, on your throwing
arm side, toward the target. I say
this because your arm is designed
to move certain ways and not
in others. The less twisting and
turning means less effort to throw
and is more consistent in vertical
alignment. I also advocate keeping
your wrist locked at the same angle,
rather than moving your wrist like
a whip. Moving your wrist adds

one more variable to your throwing
equation and makes it difficult to
repeat the same stroke all the time.
If you hold your UPPER ARM STILL
and only move your forearm, while
keeping the rest of your BODY
STILL, you will find that a good, full
stroke will put the dart in the same
location time after time. This is
what you want. Using your ELBOW
as a HINGE is the key. The two most
important technical lessons I’ve
learned were keeping my head/
body/shoulder/upper arm still and
using my elbow as a hinge.
I practice the following routine
almost every day and always before
matches, to ensure a good stroke.
It really does no good to aim at
targets and hope to hit them with
regularity until your stroke is strong
and smooth. I start by throwing 100
darts on the out edges of the board,
outside the point field. The reason
for this is that I want to concentrate
fully on stroke, with good
alignment, without being distracted
by hitting or missing targets.
Twenty-five darts are thrown at
each of the four compass points
(above D20, right of D6, below D3,
and left of D11). I know my stroke
is coming together when all three
darts are within an imaginary circle
of about one inch in diameter. Keep
with this routine and you will soon
have a good stroke without thinking
about it.
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Victoria’s Favourite Double
The combination of Steve Duke and
Joanne Hadley is formidable to say
the least. This winning combination
on the dart board also command
respect away from the oche for their
approachability despite years as two
of our country's best players.

competition at elite levels are
invaluable. We asked both Steve and
Joanne to share with us what they
felt would most benefit the vast
legion of novice and intermediate
dart players.
The next five minutes of reading will
provide a lifetime of possibilities for
improved performance and darting
progression. I'm sure you will be
left with an increased awareness of
the "art of darts" along with sincere
admiration for two of Australia's top
darting ambassadors.

One can only assume that they have
never forgotten how it feels for the
vast majority of us trying to inch
our way up the darting tree.
Those pearls of wisdom that have
been cultured through years of

i n t e r v i e w - J oa n n e H a d l e y
Darter: Joanne, is it at all possible to cast your
mind back eleven years to the time Pre
State Team and share with us your mental
approach and preparation leading up to the
try-outs?
Joanne: When I decided I was serious about
trying to make the Victorian State Team, I
decided that my mind-set had to be spot
on. So, for approximately two months
before the try-outs I practised every night
for an hour or more. My hard work from the
start paid off and I have now been in the
State Team for eleven straight years.
Darter: Do you think you experience
additional pressure during competitions,
given that you are such a familiar name in
Australian darts?
Joanne: Once you are a State Player it’s
actually an advantage as other players
always have it in their mind that they have
to be at the top of their game to beat you.
Darter 2008

Darter: We see a wide variety of throwing
styles and stances at competitions; can you
share your thoughts on the right or wrong
way to throw a dart?
Joanne: In my opinion there is no right or
wrong way to throw darts, if the darts are
hitting the target most of the time then
that style works for you. The dart always
lands where you throw it… which is not
necessarily where you aim it! My advice is to
find a style that works for you and stick to it.
Darter: What advice would you give to a new
player just starting out in darts?
Joanne: Firstly find a set of darts that feel
comfortable in your hand, try them
for about a month before you consider
changing or altering them. During that time
you should see some improvement. Try to
play as often as you can during this period
to get used to them.
Darter: We hear so often about the mental
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approach being a key factor in darting
success. What elements have you found
particularly important to keep in mind
during a match?
Joanne: The first thing to learn in any
competition is to play the board and not
the player. If you start thinking about what
your opponent is doing, you will lose focus
on your own game. Another tip, try not
to get upset if you don’t hit what you are
aiming at, wise dart players always keep in
mind that even the best in the world miss
sometimes. Getting angry or disappointed
will only make things worse.
Darter: Practise at home can sometimes
become boring and as a result we fail to
concentrate for very long and just end up
launching the darts with no real focus. Can
you comment on your approach to practise
and what you feel is most beneficial?
Joanne: Match practise is the best practise
you can get. When practising with other
people, try where possible to play against
better players as this will make you try

harder. If you are on your own, don’t forget
to practise your finishes and peg-outs,
you can’t win a game if you can’t hit that
double. Most of all remember to enjoy the
challenges this game will set you.
Darter: In closing, Joanne, of all the things you
have learnt over the years, what has stood
out to you as being the most valuable?
Joanne: The most important things, I believe,
are to respect your opponent, be a gracious
winner and a good loser. Learning how
to add up your score as you go along and
knowing what is left are some of the most
important things to grasp. It follows that
one should take the time to learn early in
one’s darting career the best combination
to peg out and finish your game. Finally,
when playing in a tournament try to lessen
the importance of the event as this helps
to ease the pressure. The only pressure in
reality is what you create for yourself.
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interview - Steve DUKe
Darter: Steve, you have been at the top of
your sport now for many years. Your name
has been mentioned many times during
research for this handbook as a player who
show's an interest in those just starting out
in darts. Is it possible to think back to when
you first started?
Steve: I started playing darts back in 1975
at the Royal Hotel in Mornington. As
a youngster I had never played in any
competitive sport. My passion then was
fishing and still is during Spring and
Summer. Darts gave me an outlet to be
competitive and I enjoyed winning. My very
first trophy sat on top of my T.V so I could
see it while watching.
Darter: Many of us are inconsistent in our
practise routines. Concentration lapses
easily and then we wonder why we

perform badly in competitions. Can you
comment on the practise routine you had
when you first took up darts?
Steve: In those days practise was every night,
sometimes with friends. We would have a
session of between two and three hours.
When practising alone I would spend an
hour or so just basically keeping the darts in
a straight line up and down the 20 wedge.
The most important thing to remember in
practice is to do it correctly and not develop
your bad habits. Only proper practise makes
perfect.
Darter: Were you influenced by any particular
player in your early days?
Steve: Believe it or not my stance was very
ordinary. I used to put both feet toes to the
oche. In an effort to improve I did some
research on World Championship players
that were around at that time. I liked the
way that John Lowe stood at the oche so
I tried to model myself on him. I'm still
learning and constantly trying to improve.
Darter: How much time would spend on the
practise board before a match?
Steve: I find that 30 minutes practise before
a League match and an hour before
Tournaments works well for me.
Darter: Many of us fall into the novice or
intermediate category of player. I'm sure
most have wondered about the possibility
of one day finding an "X Factor" in darts
that once applied would see a significant
improvement. Is there any such thing,
maybe a hint or tip that can make a big
difference?
Steve: Before you throw, think, take aim,
consider the placement of the dart and
end with a good follow through. My follow
through is a bit short but it works for me.

WEIRD
WORLD OF
DARTING
TRIVIA
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Darter: Do you feel being such a high profile
player gives you an edge psychologically?
Steve: Having a name in darts certainly helps,
especially locally. People tend to play you
instead of the board. Try to always play
your own game and don't get dragged
into someone else's. It's easily done, some
players are quick throwers and some are
slow, I play at my own pace but can change
as necessary. When you get down to that
hard-to-hit double remember it's important
to take your time, take a breath, and JUST
DO IT!

It is an area of my game that I would like
to improve.
Darter: Much is said about the effect a player's
mental attitude has on one's performance,
would you like to comment?
Steve: Mental practice is important too. I
think "high scores", I think "finishing" and
of course I think "winning". As your game
develops your power of positive thinking
will improve also. I don't like players who
target certain players and only want to
beat them. I play the game to win against
everyone I come up against.
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Accommodation and Eateries

Mildura

Red Cliffs

Hattah
Ouyen
Murrayville

N

WEST
H
T
Sea Lake
OR

Swan Hill

Hopetoun

Kerang

and Chappati's, providing for an
economical if somewhat blustery
weekend of darts. I have since come
to realise that not all players need or
want to be so frugal and many look
forward to a little pampering and
luxury whilst away.
Since we are all different and
have a broad range of tastes it
was necessary when printing
recommendations within this
section to include variety. We have
listed accommodation ranging from
Backpackers to Luxury Bed and
Breakfast and eateries from Pizza
Bar's to Fine Hotel Restaurants. I
hope we have managed to cater for
most tastes and wallets...

Over my years of travelling and
playing darts I have, through
necessity, been one who has
hunted down the best value for
the dollar. Since my wife is not an
avid dart player I have often found
myself sleeping alone in rooms
even Gandhi would have raised
his eyebrows at. I've stocked up
at supermarkets on baked beans

Robinvale

Cohuna

Birchip
Corowa
Kaniva

Warracknabeal

Nhill

Dimboola
Murtoa
Horsham

Echuca

Charlton

Donald

Kyabram

Inglewood

St Arnaud

Bendigo

Dunolly

Willaura
Hamilton

Daylesford

Portland

Cranbourne

Colac
Torquay
Lorne
Apollo Bay
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H

Dandenongg
Geelong

Warrnambool

Myrtleford

EAS

Hastings
Wonthaggi

Mt Beauty

Mt Hotham

T

Omeo

Dargo

CENTRAL
Melbourne

W ESTERN

Heywood

Kilmore East
Sunbury

Ballarat

Coleraine

Seymour

Corryong

Beechworth

Bright

T

Casterton

N

Mangalore

Maryborough Castlemaine
Kyneton
Avoca
Ararat

Wangaratta
Shepparton
Toolamba
oolamba
Benalla

OR

Stawell

Edenhope

Wodonga

Rutherglen

E

N
ER

T
A S Bairnsdale

Moe
Drouin
Traralgon
Warragul
Morwell
Leongatha

Bruthen

Orbost

Cann River
Mallacoota

Lakes Entrance

Sale

Yarram
Inverloch Foster
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Accommodation
<A>

C A r AvA n PA r k

<A>

Windmill Caravan Park (Ballarat)

Ararat Central Motel

56 Remembrance Dr Alfredton 3350
Phone 1800 256 633
www.ballaratwindmill.com.au
<A>

M OT E L

M OT E L

<A>

<B>

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

367 Barkly St Ararat
Ph 5352 2521
www.araratmotorinn.com.au
<A>

<A>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Pyrenees Caravan Park

Best Western Statesman Motor Inn

6003 Pyrenees Hwy Ararat
Ph 5352 1309
caravanpark@bigpond.com

79 Lambert St Ararat
Ph 5352 4111
statesman.bestwestern.com.au

<B>

422 Learmonth Rd Ballarat 3350
Phone 5339 3161
goldsov@ncable.net.au
www.ballarat.com/goldsov

C A r AvA n PA r k

Bacchus Marsh Caravan Park

<B>

B AC k PAC k E r

Trekkers Rest

Main St Bacchus Marsh
Ph 5367 2775
<B>

M OT E L

The Gold Sovereign Motor Inn

Acacia Caravan Park
6 Acacia Ave Ararat
Ph 5352 2994

Ararat-Pomonal Rd Ararat
Ph 5352 4797
crochan@netconnect.com.au

M OT E L

C A r AvA n PA r k

249 Barkly St Ararat
Ph 5352 4444

Crochan Country Retreat

Ararat Motor Inn

<A>

Kilferra Rd Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 3535
www.trekkersrest.com.au

B A L L A r AT B AC k PAC k E r

Sovereign Hill Lodge (YHA)

<B>

Magpie St Ballarat 3350
Phone 5337 1159
enquiries@sovereignhill.com.au
www.sovereignhill.com.au

H OT E L

The Tatong Tavern
2581 Benalla-Tatong Rd Tatong 3673
Phone 5767 2207

Dine in style while
overlooking the
Port Welshpool
waterfront

Darter 2008

5IFQMBDFUPXJOF EJOFBOE
VOXJOEJO:BSSBN

Meals 7 days a week
Eat in or takeaway
Bottleshop & Pizza Café

.FBMTEBZTBXFFL
$PNNFSDJBM3PBE :BSSBN
5FMFQIPOF

Open until late
lewis Street, port Welshpool
telephone 5688 1333

40

BAR & RESTAURANT
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Accommodation

0$
50
#

&3


<B>

M OT E L

<B>

Rose City Motor Inn
114 Bridge Street Benalla West 3672
Phone 5762 3252
rosecity12@bigpond.com
<B> MOTEL

119 McLeod St Bainsdale 3875
Phone 5152 5097
<B>

Avondel Motor Inn

66 Main St Bairnsdale 3875
Phone 5152 3016
<B>

Motor Haven

98 Macleod St Bairnsdale 3875
Phone 5152 4040
<B>

M OT E L

139 Princes Hwy Bairnsdale 3875
Phone 1800 062 885
b4bdale@bigpond.net.au
Phone 5152 4040

48-50 Bridge St Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 4539
confortinnbenalla@iprimus.com.au

<B>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Benalla Tourist Park

75 Barrabool Rd Belmont 3216
Phone 5243 5505
riverglenhp@bigpond.com
www.riverglenhp.com.au

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Belmont Bed and Breakfast

<B>

80 Arundel St South Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 6595
benalla@belmontbnb.com.au
<B>

DPVSUFTZ1VNB%BSUQSPEVDUT

GPS'JSTU%BSUHBNF

#PUI.FOBOE-BEJFT4JOHMFT
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H OT E L

Parkville Place Apartments
124 Brunswick Rd Brunswick 3056
Caravan Parks

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Merriollia Bed and Breakfast
/; 

C A r AvA n PA r k

Riverglen Holiday Park

115 Sydney Rd Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 3533
<B>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Bairnsdale Holiday Park

Comfort Inn

<B>

M OT E L

The Grand Terminus Hotel Motel

M OT E L

105 Sydney Rd Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 1656
motelhaven10@bigpond.com
<B>

H OT E L

Club Hotel

21 Bridge St Benalla 3672
Phone 5672 3677
avondel@bigpond.com
www.avondelmotorinn.com
<B>

B AC k PAC k E r

Bairnsdale Backpackers Hostel

<B>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Lake Burrumbeet Caravan Park

Cns Benson & Cecil St’s Benalla 3672
Phone 5762 3786
rosann@countryoccasions.com.au
www.countryoccasions.com.au

300 Avenue of Honour Burrumbeet
Phone 5344 0583
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Accommodation
<C>

H OT E L

<D>

Colac Union Club Hotel

Comfort Inn Motel

110 Murray St Colac 3250
Phone 5231 5644
<C>

124 Princes Hwy Dandenong
Phone 9706 8611
www.comfortdandenongcom.au

M OT E L

<D>

Colac Central Hotel Motel

185-193 Princes Hwy Dandenong 3175
Phone 9708 5121
f5831-re@accor.com.au

M OT E L

<D>

Baronga Motor Inn

A PA r T M E n T S

Quest Dandenong

35-39 Murray St Colac 3250
Phone 5231 2100
barongamotorinn@bigpond.com
<C>

M OT E L

Formule 1

10 Murray St Colac 3250
Phone 5231 5777
colaccen@bigpond.com
<C>

M OT E L

James St Dandenong 3175
Ph 9797 2200
questdandenong@questapartments.
com.au
www.questdandenong.com.au

M OT E L

Otway Gate Motel

<D>

52-56 Murray St Colac 3250
Phone 5231 3244

C A r AvA n PA r k

Twinbridge Caravan Tourist Park

<G>

B AC k PAC k E r

<H>

National Hotel
191 Moorabool St Geelong 3220
Phone 5229 1211
nationalhotel@primus.com.au
Wesite www.nationalhotel.com.au
<G>

B AC k PAC k E r S

Tims Place Horsham
Mt Arapiles Backpackers Asplins Road
Quantong (RMB 5244) Horsham
Ph 53840236
tim@timsplace
www.timsplace.com.au

M OT E L

The Sphinx

<H>

H OT E L

Bull & Mouth Hotel

2 Thompson Rd North Geelong 3215
Phone 5278 2911
info@sphinxhotel.com.au
www.sphinxhotel.com.au

83 Wilson St Horsham
Phone 5382 1057

<G>

<H>

M OT E L

M OT E L

Darlot Motor Inn

Rose Garden Motel
14-16 Settlement Rd Geelong 3220
Phone 5241 9441
rosegardeninn@bigpond.com
www.rosegardenmotel.com.au

47 Stawell Rd Horsham
Phone 1800 085 084
info@darlotmotorinn.com.au
www.darlotmotorinn.com.au

<G>

<H>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Eldorado Tourist Park

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Horsham House Bed & Breakfast

370 Frankston-Dandenong Rd
Dandenong 3164
Ph 9706 5076

360 Ballarat Rd Geelong 3220
Phone 5276 1386
enquiries@eldoradotp.com.au
www.eldoradotp.com.au

27 - 29 Roberts Ave Horsham
Phone 5382 5053
minternr@netconnect.com.au
www.horshamhouse.com.au

50 Bruce St Colac 3250
Phone 5231 3586

<D>

<G>

<H>

<C>

Lakeside Dr Colac 3250
Phone 5231 5971

370 Frankston-Dandenong Rd
Dandenong Sth 3164
Ph 9706 5492
info@big4dtp.com.au
www.big4dtp.com.au

<C>

<n>

<C>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Central Caravan Park

C A r AvA n PA r k

Lake Colac Caravan Park

C A r AvA n PA r k

Colac Caravan and Cabin Park

C A r AvA n

Dimboola Caravan Park

Princes Hwy Colac West 3250
Phone 5231 5337
Darter 2008

C A r AvA n PA r k

Big4 Dandenong Tourist Park

2 Wimmera St Dimboola
Ph 5389 1045
44

C A r AvA n PA r k

Barwon Caravan Park

Wimmera Lakes Caravan Resort

153 Barrabool Road Belmont Geelong
Phone 1800 657 955
barwontourist@bigpond.com
www.barwoncaravanpark.com.au
<G>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Western Highway Horsham
Phone 5382 4481
www.wimmeralakes.com
info@wimmeralakes.com

M OT E L

<k>

Golden Palms Motel

C A r AvA n PA r k

Parklands Motor Village

234 Torquay Rd Grovedale 3216
Phone 5243 1077
goldenpalms@bigpond.com
www.goldenpalmsmotel.com.au

7835 Goulburn Valley Hwy Kialla
Shepparton
Phone 5823 1576
45
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Accommodation
<k>

<M>

H OT E L

Korumburra Hotel
81 Commercial St Korumburra
Phone 5655 1024

Budget Motel Chain
65 Derby Road, Maryborough
Phone 5461 1877

<k>

<M>

M OT E L

Korumburra Coal Creek Motel

<k>

57 High St Maryborough
Phone 5461 1035
<M>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Maybe it’s your equipment...

• Darts • Boards • Cabinets and all Accessories
• Cheapest in Gippsland

72 Sutton St Maryborough
Phone 5460 4122

Bourke St Korumburra
Phone 5655 2326
grahameandjos@vic.australis.com.au

<M>

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

2 High St Maryborough
Phone 5461 1744
www.maryboroughjunctionmotel.
com.au

169 Lakeside Dr Lake Boga
Ph 5037 2527

<M>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Lake Learmonth Caravan Park

1 High St Maryborough
Phone 5461 3833
info@bristolhill.com.au
www.bristolhill.com.au

H OT E L

<M>

McCartins Hotel

Phone (03) 5134 8580 Mobile 0417 037 798
Email dartmann@aapt.net.au
Darter 2008
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M OT E L

Moonlight Inn

2 Bair St Leongatha
Phone 5662 2015
mccartins@orrong.com.au
<M>

M OT E L

Bristol Hill Motor Inn

Learmonth
Phone 5343 2406
<L>

M OT E L

Junction Motel

Burrabliss Farms Bed and Breakfast

<L>

M OT E L

Highlander Haven Motel

Korumburra Tourist Park

<L>

H OT E L

Albion Hotel

South Gippsland Hwy
Phone 03 5655 1822
tddrowe@tpg.com

Fuzzy, broken
or ineffective?

M OT E L

Wattle Grove Motel

8 Trickeys Rd Maryboroug
Phone 5461 2413
<M>

H OT E L

M OT E L

Wattle Grove Motel

Albion Hotel

Budget Motel Chain
65 Derby Road, Maryborough
Phone 5461 1877

57 High St Maryborough
Phone: 5461 1035
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Accommodation
<M>

C A r AvA n PA r k

<M>

7-9 Holyrood St Maryborough
Phone 5460 4848
maryboroughcaravanpark@bigpond.
com
www.maryboroughcaravanpark.com.
au
<M>

<M>

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Murray View Motel
<M>

M OT E L

Mildura All Seasons Motor Inn
433 Deakin Ave Mildura
Ph 1800 887 078

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Fiorini’s Guest House

<M>

C A r AvA n

Cross Roads Caravan Park
860 Fifteenth St Mildura
Ph 5021 1412

M OT E L

<M>

Formule 1

C A r AvA n

Palms Caravan Park

97-103 Elizabeth St Melbourne 3000
Phone 1300 308 860

Cnr Cowra & Cureton Ave’s Mildura
Ph 5023 5714

B AC k PAC k E r

<M>

Bev & Mick’s Backpackers

C A r AvA n

Golden River Holiday Resort

312 Victoria St North Melbourne 3051
Phone 9329 7156
Darter 2008

M OT E L

82 Seventh St Mildura
Ph 5021 1200

35 Tuaggra St Maryborough
Phone 5461 1054
www.fiorini.com.au

<M>

B AC k PAC k E r

27 Chaffey Ave Mildura
Ph 1800 724 833

44 Goldsmith St Maryborough
Phone 5460 5808
Mobile 0428 605 808
greatstays@hotkey.net.au

<M>

<n>

B AC k PAC k E r

Riverboat Bungalow

Maryborough Guest House

<M>

<M>

<M>

Golden Chain Group
34 Park Road Maryborough
Phone 5461 7700
www.goldencountrycaratel.com.au

199 Flora Ave Mildura
Ph 5021 2299
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<P>

27 Wharf Street Port Albert
Phone 5183 2525
www.portalbertbedandbreakfast.com

B AC k PAC k E r

<S>

Little Desert Nature Lodge

139 Numurkah Rd Shepparton
Phone 5831 6556
www.sheppartonbackpackers.com.au

M OT E L

Nhill Oasis Motel

<S>

175 Midland Hwy Shepparton
Phone 5831 8880

M OT E L

Zero Inn Motel

<S>

33-37 Wyndham St Shepparton
Phone 5831 1766
enquiries@vicholidays.com.au

C A r AVA n

Nhill Caravan Park

<S>

93 Victoria St Nhill
Ph 5391 5232
<n>

M OT E L

Tudor House Motor Inn
64-66 Wyndham St Shepparton
Phone 5821 8411
tudormotel@austarnet.com.au
www.totaltravel.com.au/link.
asp?fid=612623

H OT E L

Commercial Hotel
105 Nelson St Nhill
Ph 5391 1500
<n>

M OT E L

Tirana Motor Inn

31 Nelson St Nhill
Ph 5391 1622
<n>

B AC k PAC k E r

Nomads International Backpackers

21 Dimboola Rd Nhill
Ph 5391 1666
<n>

B AC k PAC k E r

Shepparton Backpackers Hotel

Nhill-Harrow Rd Nhill
Ph 5391 5217
<n>

B E D A n D B r E A k FA S T

Port Albert Bed and Breakfast

Olive House
170 Ninth St Mildura
Ph 5023 2826

157 Seventh St Mildura
Ph 5023 3696

C A r AvA n PA r k

<M>

344 High St Melton
Phone 9743 5599
enquiries@meltonmotorinn.com.au

Riviera Backpackers Motel

Golden Country Caratel & Caravan Park

<M>

M OT E L

Melton Motor Inn

Maryborough Caravan Park

<S>

M OT E L

M OT E L

Belltower Motor Inn

Motel Halfway

587 Wyndham St Shepparton
Phone 5821 8755
belltowr@bigpond.net.au

7291 Western Hwy Nhill
Ph 5391 1888
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COLAC AND DISTRICT DARTS ASSOCIATION Inc.

2 DAY TEAM
INVITATIONAL TOURNAMENT
14-15 June 2008

M OT E L

<S>

 7FOVFJT/PO4NPLJOHGVMMZDBUFSFE
1MFBTF/0#:0
 %JWFSTFSBOHFPGBDDPNNPEBUJPO
BWBJMBCMF4FFBUUBDIFEMJTU
Get entries in early to
avoid missing out!
-BEJFT$POUBDU

"EESFTT

"EESFTT

1IPOF

1IPOF

&NBJM

&NBJM

)PNF"TTPD

)PNF"TTPD

5FBN/BNF

5FBN/BNF

'PSXBSEBMMUPVSOBNFOUDPSSFTQPOEFODFUPUIF5PVSOBNFOU%JSFDUPS
/PSN-PXF$0#BSSZT3PBE#BSPOHBSPPL7*$1MFBTFFOTVSFZPVSOPNJOBUJPO
GFFPGQFSUFBNJTJODMVEFEXJUIZPVSSFHJTUSBUJPOGPSN
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1 Monash Drive Swan Hill
Ph 5032 1494
<Y>

C A r AvA n PA r k

B AC k PAC k E r

Yarram Club Hotel

Strayleaves Caravan Park

<S>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Swan Hill Riverside Caravan Park

630 Wyndham St Shepparton
Phone 5821 4833
www.belairmotorinn.com

 .JYFEUFBNTXJMMQMBZJO.FO´TDPNQ

 5FBNOPNJOBUJPOTGFFTUPCFQBJE
VQPOSFHJTUSBUJPO

<S>

Bel-Air Motor Inn

Mitchell St Shepparton
Phone 03 5821 1232
www.strayleavescaravanpark.com.au

.FO$POUBDU
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<S>

 5FBNTPG.FOPS-BEJFT
TQBSFXIPNVTUQMBZ4BUVSEBZ
UPCFFMJHJCMF4VOEBZ 
 /PPQFOUPFEGPPUXFBS1MBZTUBSUT
BN4)"31POCPUIEBZT
TOURNAMENT VENUE
$PMBD5VSG$MVC
$PMBD-BWFST)JMM3PBE
$0-"$7*$
$POUBDUUIFUPVSOBNFOU%JSFDUPS 
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DPMBDEBSUT!IPUNBJMDPN

Accommodation

287 Commercial Road Yarram
Phone 5182 5027
<Y>

B AC k PAC k E r

H OT E L

Commercial Hotel-Motel

Pioneer Settlement Lodge
Horseshoe Road Swan Hill
Ph 5032 1093, bookings essential

238 Commercial Road Yarram
Phone 5182 5419
yarramhotmot@netspace.net.au

<S>

<Y>

B AC k PAC k E r

Pioneer City Tourist Park

Ship-Inn Motel & Function Centre

186 Murray Valley Hwy Swan Hill
Ph 5032 4372
<S>

480 Commercial Road Yarram
Phone 5182 5588
www.shipinnmotel.com.au

M OT E L

Comfort Inn Campbell

<Y>

387 Commercial Road Yarram
Phone 5182 5444
www.tarramotel.com

M OT E L

Swan Hill Resort Motor Inn

<Y>

405 Campbell St Swan Hill
Ph 5032 2726
<S>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Windmill Caravan Park

M OT E L

South Gippsland Hwy Yarram
Phone 5182 5570

Paruna Motel
386 Campbell St Swan Hill
Ph 5032-4455
<S>

M OT E L

Tarra Motel

396 Campbell St Swan Hill
Ph 5032 4427
<S>

H OT E L

<Y>

C A r AvA n PA r k

Rosebank Tourist Park

C A r AvA n PA r k

Commercial Road
Phone 5182 5063
www.yarramrosebanktouristpark.
com.au

Pental Island Caravan Park
Swan Hill, VIC 3585
Ph 5032 2071
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Eateries
Zia’s Bistro

Ararat

24 Service St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5152 2670

Sicilian Pizza Bar & Pasta
102 Barkly St Ararat
Telephone 5352 2627

Ballarat

Bella Cs Café

Ballarat Curry House

106 Barkly St Ararat
Telephone 5352 1026

113 Bridge Mall Ballarat Central
Telephone 5331 7361

Golden Dragon Restaurant

Brunches

190 Barkly St Ararat
Telephone 5352 3311

735 Sturt St Ballarat Central
Telephone 5332 2977

East End Diner

394 Barkly St Ararat
Telephone 5352 5247

Caffe Lekker

11 Doveton St N Ballarat Central
Telephone 5332 8141

Bairnsdale

11 Bridge St Benalla
Telephone 5762 2596

The Gold Sovereign Motor Inn

The Union Club Hotel

422 Learmonth Rd Ballarat
Telephone 5339 3161

110 Murray St Colac
Telephone 5231 5644

Larrikins Café

Serendipity Fine Sandwiches

Wiseman’s Restaurant

Darter 2008
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Fasta Pasta

Tatong
Telephone 5767 2210

Lantern Palace

328 Cheltenham Rd Keysborough
Telephone 9769 1999

Dragon Gate Restaurant
1 Thomas St Benalla
Telephone 5762 1516

Gibe African Restaurant

112 Foster St Dandenong
Telephone 9792 9929

Colac

La Porchetta Pizza Restaurant

Lam’s Marble Dragon

49-55 McCrae St Dandenong
Telephone 9792 5887

4 Murray St Colac
Telephone 5231 4911

95 Bridge Mall Ballarat Central
Telephone 5331 4699

34 Murray St Colac
Telephone 5231 1678

Tokyo Grill House

Café Nu-Deli

109 Bridge Mall Ballarat Central
Telephone 5333 3945

113 Foster St Dandenong
Telephone 9791 8022

Tatong Tavern

I REALLY NEED THE ADDRESS
Telephone 5339 3161

306 Main St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5153 2288

Dandy’s Pizza House

Safeway Car Park Benalla
Telephone 5762 5944

1 Nicholson St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5152 6966

Opals Restaurant

236 Lonsdale St Dandenong
Telephone 9791 1693

Micrenz Bakery Café

Rose Bowl Restaurant

2 Wood St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5153 1421

Betty Boop Charcoal Grill

2/43 Bridge St Benalla
Telephone 5762 5732

Riversleigh Country Hotel

41 Main St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5152 6688

Dandenong

“CC” Curry Café

Irish Murphy’s

36-38 Sturt St Ballarat Central
Telephone 5331 4091

62 Murray St Colac
Telephone 5231 4111

25 Arundel St Benalla
Telephone 5762 2094

Commercial Hotel

124 Main St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5155 3200

Culture Restaurant Bar

Benalla Bowls Club

Eureka Pizza

314-316 Sturt St Ballarat Central
Telephone 5331 3682

185 Murray St Colac
Telephone 5231 3002

Peter’s Fish and Chips

Archies Courtyard Grill
50 Main St Bairnsdale
Telephone 5153 2500

Austral Hotel

Benalla

Little Devil Spit Roasts

25 Neasham Dr Dandenong
Telephone 9795 4047

Prince Mark Hotel

4 Power Rd Doveton
Telephone 9794 7580

Geelong

Better Bite Baked Potatoes

Murray Square Colac
Telephone 5232 2227

161a High St Belmont
Telephone 5244 3337
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Eateries
El Toro Pizza & Restaurant

Horsham RSL

Citrus Bar Café

Moe’s Mexican Bar & Grill

Gateway Hotel

The Black Forest

Malaga Restaurant

Korumburra

36 McLachlan St Horsham
Telephone 5382 5912

245a Mooraboool St Geelong
Telephone 5222 3407

106 Firebrace St Horsham
Telephone 5382 0399

44 Corio St Geelong
Telephone 5224 2400

50 Stawell St Horsham
Telephone 5382 0144

218-230 Princes Hwy Corio
Telephone 5275 1091

Geoff Parrington, twice
recipient of the International
Photographer of the Year
award and winner of
numerous National awards
has remained at the top of his
craft with good reason.

117 Commercial Rd Korumburra
Telephone 5658 1484

Pancakes at 48

O’Malleys Café

48 Mooraboool St Geelong
Telephone 5229 7313

44 Bair St Leongatha
Telephone 5662 2339

Thai Basil Noodle Bar

Maryborough

132 Ryrie St Geelong
Telephone 5221 9098

Geoff’s full digital design service
allows for versatility and
creativity in both photography
and printing of all Commisions
whether Wedding, Family or
Corporate.

Albion Hotel

The Max Hotel

57 High St Maryborough
Telephone 5461 1035

2 Gheringhap St, Geelong
Telephone 5229 5504

Maryborough Golf Club
Park Rd Maryborough
Telephone 5460 4900

The Shell Club

Purnell Rd Corio
Telephone 5275 4061

All enquiries are most welcome and
private viewings by arrangement..

Park Hotel

195 High St Maryborough
Telephone 5461 1272

Horsham

3F¿FDUJPOT
1IPUPHSBQIZ

Toy’s Garden Restaurant

Peppas Licensed Restaurant

50 Stawell Rd Horsham
Telephone 5382 2530

1 High St Maryborough
Telephone 5461 3833

Horsham Palace

Red House Bakery

49a Roberts Ave Horsham
Telephone 5382 5671

www.reflectionssale.com
Darter 2008

Checko’s Pasta & Pasta

166 Moorabool St Geelong
Telephone 5229 0740

54

184 High St Maryborough
Telephone 5461 1113
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Eateries
Sue’s Kitchen

Taco Bill

Melton

Setts Bar and Brassiere

59 High St Maryborough
Telephone 5460 5999

39 Langtree Ave Mildura
Telephone 5023 6204
110 Eighth St Mildura
Telephone 5023 0474

Boomerang Fish Shop
280 High St Melton
Telephone 9743 5778

The Coffee House

23 Langtree Ave Mildura
Telephone 5022 2900

Ming Wah Restaurant
177 High St Melton
Telephone 9743 4887

Nhill

Soba Noodle & Sushi Bar

Spot Café

La Porchetta

Union Hotel

Loot Cottage Garden Café

Sale

276 High St Melton
Telephone 9743 4887

93 Nelson St Nhill
Telephone 5391 1065

533 High St Melton West
Telephone 9743 6777

41 Victoria St Nhill
Telephone 5391 1722

124 Main St Bacchus Marsh
Telephone 5367 6281

Bronte’s Coffee House
112 Foster St Sale
Telephone 5144 5522

Taco Bill

87 Unitt St Melton
Telephone 9743 1808

Chit Chat’s

240 Raymond St Sale
Telephone 5144 2446

The Indian Roast

285 Heaths Rd Werribee
Telephone 9748 3524

La Porchetta

37-39 Cunningham St Sale
Telephone 5144 1999

Mildura

7%$"G½MJBUFE4FOJPSBOE+VOJPS-FBHVF
$MVC)PUFM¯$PNNFSDJBM3PBE:BSSBN
1IPOFUPSFHJTUFSJOUFSFTU
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Pizza Café at the Grand

PJ’s Snack Shack

Bel Jardin Restaurant

Rainbow Chinese Restaurant

2-18 Langtree Ave Mildura
Telephone 5022 2223

305 Raymond St Sale
Telephone 5143 0514

373 Deakin St Mildura
Telephone 5053 7377

389 Raymond St Sale
Telephone 5144 7166
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Eateries
Chinos on Victoria

Shepparton

36 Victoria St Swan Hill
Telephone5452 1200

Alfresco Café

221 High St Shepparton
Telephone 5831 7500

Pizza Graffiti

Galways Restaurant

129 Campbell St Swan Hill
PHONE NUMBER

120 Maude St Shepparton
Telephone 5822 2456

Telephone5033 1855 Yarram

Generals Café

Bush Nook Café

16 Fraser St Shepparton
Telephone 5821 2486

Commercial Rd Yarram
PHONE NUMBER

Karz Coffee Shop & Café

Glasshouse Restaurant

206 Corio St Shepparton
Telephone 5831 2619

Commercial Rd Yarram
Telephone 5182 5027

Leo and Lisa’s Café

32b Benalla Rd Shepparton
Telephone 5831 1827

Café 238

Commercial Rd Yarram

Noodle Box

Telephone 5182 5419

Lucky Dragon Restaurant

50 Fryers St Shepparton
Telephone 5821 2922

Commercial Rd Yarram
Telephone 5182 6016

Spaghetti Hollow

Yarram Country Club

247 Wyndham St Shepparton
Telephone 5821 0771

Commercial Rd Yarram
PHONE NUMBER

Swan Hill

Fitzies Milkbar and Takeaway

Princess of Ming
Timeless Appea

l at Aff
ordab
le Pr
ices

Antiques, Collectables, New and Secondhand furniture.
Retail Sales and Monthly Auctions

174-176 Argyle Street Traralgon • Telephone 5176 2099
Darter 2008
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Commercial Rd Yarram
PHONE NUMBER

227 Campbell St Swan Hill
Telephone5032 4092

Coffee Palace

Java Spice

Commercial Rd Yarram
PHONE NUMBER

17 Beveridge St Swan Hill
Telephone5033 0511

Yarram Bakery

Lady Augusta

Commercial Rd Yarram
PHONE NUMBER

375 Campbell St Swan Hill
PHONE NUMBER
59
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www.deadeyedarts.com
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Deadeye
Darts

For all your dart
requirements visit us at:
www.deadeyedarts.com
or phone us on:
0420 319 529
Darter 2008
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How the professionals do it
will disrupt a player’s rhythm is a
lack of strategy. It is very hard to
maintain a rhythm when you have
to stop and calculate your score in
the middle of your throw.
One of the most common excuses
in darts is, “I got down to a double,
but I couldn’t take it out.” Many
times the reason is because in the
beginning of the game a player is
not concerned with the score, he’s
just trying to bring it down, but
when he gets close to a finish he has
to stop after each dart to figure out
what to shoot at next.
For example: a player is on 92 and
is stepping up to the line with three
darts in his hand. He knows the
finish is T20, D16. He throws his
first dart and hits only a single 20
then he has to stop and subtract 20
from 92 and then figure out where
he should go next. The player knew
where to go if he hit the triple but
not if he hit a single. Here’s the
trick, do the math before you go to
the line. By doing the math first a
player knows that if he hits a triple
20 he goes right to the double
16, and if he hits a single 20 then
he’s going right to the triple 16 or
whatever triple he likes for a 72 two
dart finish, (several options) and
finish with a double 12.
An advanced player will also figure

by Ken Berman

There are two aspects to becoming a
good dart player, they are accuracy
and strategy. Accuracy is your ability
to hit a particular target. Strategy
is the decision making process that
one goes through when deciding
which target to shoot at. In any dart
game accuracy is approximately 90%
of winning, and 10% is strategy.
Whoever hits the most triples is
usually going to win, however if the
other guy is hitting just as many
triples as you are, strategy will make
all the difference.
I have noticed in most dart games
a player will experience a brief lull
in his accuracy, it may be at the
beginning, middle or end of the
game, but having a more superior
strategy will help carry you through
those lulls. A good strategy can
improve your accuracy in two ways,
firstly through confidence, (I always
get a real confidence boost when
I’m up against a player that I can see
doesn’t know his finishes or plays
catch-up. I know that if this game
comes down to strategy, I will win).
The second is rhythm. I have found
that the time when players are
shooting their best is when they
have established a rhythm in their
darts. The most common thing that
61
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West Wimmera darts association inc (WWda)
Correspondence: C/- Secretary
WWda inc 140 nelson St nhill Vic 3418
President Graham Dunford ______________ Tel 03 5391 3108
Secretary Dean Smith __________________ Mob 0427 913 105
Treasurer Adrian Wragg ________________Mob 0400 889 643
Playing BoardS
Apex Club Nhill ________________________ Tel 03 5391 2004
Commercial Hotel, Nhill__________________ Tel 03 5391 1500
Farmers Arms Hotel, Nhill _______________ Tel 03 5391 1955
Goroke Hotel, Goroke ____________________ Tel 03 5386 1040
Kiata Hotel, Kiata ______________________Tel 03 5389 9227
Union Hotel, Nhill_______________________ Tel 03 5391 1722
Wheatsheaf Hotel, Netherby ______________ Tel 03 5391 9280
oPen TournaMenT
Date to be confirmed
darTS Bingo
First Wednesday Monthly 8pm
Darter 2008
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Commercial Hotel, Nhill

out what he is going to do if he hits
a single 16 with that second dart.
He would have 56 left and may
choose to go back for another single
or triple 16. To recap the player says
to himself, “I’m going at the triple
20 with the first dart, if I hit that
I’m going to go for double 16, if I
miss I’m going triple 16, if I hit the
second dart I’m going double 12, if I
miss I’m going back at the triple 16.”
This may seem complicated but it
gets easier with practice and you will
be surprised how much better you
shoot. Notice this strategy doesn’t
require you to memorize every
finish on the board, only to do the
math before you go to the line.
Here are some helpful hints on
accuracy. The best way to improve
your accuracy is to practice, practice
and practice. When you practice
have a few routines whereby you
can measure your progress as
this will force you to improve and
also help your concentration. For
instance, when I practice I like to
start by throwing 100 darts at the
20’s and count how many I get, 3 for
the triples 2 for the doubles and 1
for the singles. Every time I do this
I am always trying to do one better
than the time before.
A good Division 1 player should be
able to get 100 twenty’s out of 100
darts. But the key is to be able to
measure your progress. You may

also want to count how many darts
actually hit the triple 20, this will
tell you what percentage of your
darts are hitting triples, and more
importantly what percentage aren’t.
These results will be important later
when deciding strategy.
Another form of practice that is
largely overlooked is warming up.
Having a specific warm-up routine
will help your confidence and is a
key to good accuracy. For instance
when I warm up the day of an event
I throw 100 x twenty’s, 30 darts
at each triple, including bulls, and
throw at every double on the board
until I hit it. That way I know later
in the day I won’t find myself on a
number that I haven’t shot at.
A top player I know warms up by
throwing at every double and does
not move onto the next until he
hits 2 out of 3 darts in each one!
Remember 501’s a race, the player
who finishes in the least darts wins.
The least number of darts a player
can finish a game in is 9 darts,
although I’ve never seen this. If you
can finish in 20-25 darts you will
win a lot more games than you lose.
There are many opportunities on
the board to help you get to a finish
in fewer darts by firstly you must
learn to use the whole board and
shed the beginner’s habit of trying
to get to a favourite double.
The professionals know that all of
63
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SWAN HILL DART LEAGUE INC

Swan Hill
Dart League Inc.
Tournament
A004007L

Saturday 2nd and Sunday 3rd August 2008
Tyntynder Football Club rooms
Cnr Stradbroke Avenue and Pritchard Street
Play will begin promptly 9.30pm Saturday and Sunday

The Tournament will be a 5 person team event
with places available for 12 x 5 persons Men’s teams
and 10 x 5 persons Ladies teams • Entry is $70 per team
• First in best dressed • All games will be best of 3
singles 501 single start Double finish

OVER $2000 IN PRIZE MONEY AVAILABLE
(if sufficient entries received)

Mens and Ladies

1st $500 2nd $250 3rd $150 4th $100 Highest Peg $20
Highest Score $20 -180 Badges awarded
Nominations Required by Friday 13th July
Only one prize will be awarded in any category. A play off will be
held in the event of a tie
Food available at reasonable prices. Drinks at bar prices

Recommended Accommodation and Sponsors: Pioneer City Tourist Park, Big 4 Holiday Park,
186 Murray Valley Highway, SWAN HILL VIC 3585. Telephone (03) 5032 4372 Fax: 5032 1513
Any queries please contact: Michael Howard - 0419 235 617 or Del-Marie Rain - 5037 2905
Postal address: PO Box 1164, SWAN HILL VIC 3585
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the doubles are the same size and
one is just as easy to hit as another
(except for the double bull). If there
are certain areas of the board you
decide you don’t like you’re giving
yourself a handicap right off the
bat. Many beginners like double 16
because it breaks down 4 times all
the way to double one. But when
playing advanced players you are
likely to only get one or two sets of
darts at a finish before it’s over.
Here is another example to illustrate
this point. A player is on 61 with
two darts in his hand and his
opponent is on 32. Chances are if he
doesn’t take it out with these two
darts he will lose. Many beginners
will try for triple 15 double 8. But
any pro will tell you there is only
one way to take out a 61 with two
darts, triple 11 double 14. The
reason for this is whether or not he
hits a triple or single 11 with the
second dart he is guaranteed a third
dart at a finish, double 14 or double
bull. A single 15 will leave you on
46 and you have just given your
opponent three more darts!
In 501, a good rule of thumb for
picking which triple to shoot at is
to assume the dart is going to hit
a single. Whichever single will do
you the most good, that’s the triple.
Remember even good Division 1
player only hits triples 15% - 20%
of the time, which means that on
any one dart there is an 80% - 85%

chance that at best you will hit a
single!
Now we’ll take a more detailed
look at 501. There are basically
three groups of numbers for all the
finishes. These are determined by
how many triples it takes to reach
a finish.
The first group is 170 - 131 all
these finishes require two triples to
get down to a double. The second
group is 130 - 91, all these finishes
require you to hit at least one of
your first two darts in a triple. From
90 down you can get to a finish
without having to hit a triple at all.
(Exception: You can get to a finish
from 132 and 135 hitting only one
triple if the first dart is a single or
double bull. You can also get to a
finish from 91 - 95 without a triple
if the first dart is a single or double
bull.) The highest numbers in each
of these groups are called target
numbers (170, 130 and 90).
Once you get into the 200’s you
should know before you go to the
line how many points are needed
to get to 170. If you’re on 229 you
should be aware that 60 points
will not put you on a finish, and if
your first two darts only hit single
twenty’s then you must throw the
third dart at the triple 19. Both the
triple 20 and triple 19 will bring you
to a respectable three dart finish,
but only the single 19 will also leave
65
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you on a three dart finish.
Notice how the single points the
way to the correct triple. It’s really
important to commit to memory
the numbers under 170 that can’t
be taken out even with three darts
(159, 162, 163, 165, 166, 168 and
169). Make sure that when you’re
coming down from the 200’s you do
not leave yourself on any of these
numbers. If it’s easier for you to
remember the numbers you can
take out they are (170, 167, 164,
161, 160, and 158 - down). Notice
the pattern of them being separated
by three.
You should always try to get as
many points as you can until your
on a finish, but as your coming
down, try to make sure you at least
get to the next target group, it will
save you darts! The next target
group starts with 130 and goes
to 91. There are a few numbers to
avoid in this group 129, 128 and
125. I will explain why a little later,
but these are very ugly finishes.
Now is a good time to discuss the
two dart finishes, commit these to
memory, they are 100, 101, 104,
107 and 110. If you are anywhere in
the 120’s throw your first dart at the
triple because a single will leave you
on one of these two dart finishes.
Never leave yourself on 99. Here
is an example: when left with 126
many beginners will aim for triple
Darter 2008

20 with the first dart because it’s
even, when they miss and hit a
single 20 they’re then on 106 with
no way to go out on this turn and
three more darts for the other guy.
The proper first dart is triple 19, if
you hit it you’re then on 69, or if
you miss you’re on 107 and either
can be taken out with two darts.
It’s not important to remember
all 162 finishes, just these target
groups of numbers and let the
single point the way. Be sure to do
the mathematics before you get to
the line.
90 is probably the most important
target number of all, from here you
can get to double without a triple.
I consider myself safe at this point,
because I know on my next throw I
should be able to have at least one
dart to win. An important number
in this group is 70, make sure if
you are at 90 or less that your first
dart brings you to 70 or less, this is
crucial in getting to an out without
forcing yourself to hit a triple.
Example: (88) Many players like
triple 16 double 20, but a single 16
will leave you on 72 forcing you to
hit a triple with your second dart, or
give the other guy three more darts.
The best way is triple 20, double 14.
If you miss the triple and catch a
single 20, this will bring you to 68,
where you can finish by throwing
triple 18, double 7. That’s right T18,
66

The Finishes:

D7, this is because if you miss the
second dart and catch a single 18
you still have a third dart to win at
the double bull. This is the way the
pros use the whole board to squeeze
out every possible opportunity.

170 The big Daddy of all finishes T20, T20, DB.
167 T20, T19, DB. The first two darts can be
interchanged.
164 There is actually two ways to take this
out T20, T18, DB or T19, T19, DB, I like the
second one because it seems easier to stay
in a rhythm.

Before I start on individual finishes,
it’s important to look at the area
from 61-70 with only two darts in
your hand. If you find yourself in
this situation this is what you do:

161 T20, T17, DB again these first two darts can
be swapped.
160 This is the first three dart finish that can
get you to a regular double, a good target
number T20, T20, D40.

70 - T20, D5
69 - T19, D6
68 - T18, D7

158 T20, T20, D19 is not a very pretty out but it’s
better than T18,T18, DB!

67 - T17, D8
66 - T16, D9
64 - T14, D11

157 This is a classic T20, T19, D20 when ever you
can shoot either of the first two darts first I
usually will pick the higher of the two.

63 - T13, D12

156 T20, T20, D18 the only way.

62 - T12, D13

155 This one’s tough T20, T19, D19.

61 - T11, D14

154 T20, T18, D20 (Here’s a tip you can use in
many situations, lets say you hit a single 20
with the first dart, from 134 you might as
well go back at the triple 20. Lets say you
hit a single 20 again, now your on 114 with
one dart. Instead of going back to the triple
20 try the double bull it’s just as good as a
triple 20, but a single bull gets you under
90 for your next shot (89), a much higher
percentage out than 94.)

65 - T15, D10

On all of these finishes, even if you
miss the triple and catch a single,
you will guarantee yourself a third
dart at the double bull to win.
Notice the pattern, the triple is
always the same as the last number
of the finish. There is also a pattern
for the doubles, as you go down the
list the triples decrease by 1 and the
doubles increase by 1. Look closely
at the relationship between the
triple and double for 63 and 62.

153 T20, T19, D18 This out has you all over the
board try to avoid it.
152 Most people love this one T20, T20, D16.
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151 T20, T17, D20 or T19, T18, D20 again I like
the one that starts with the higher triple.

136 T20, T20, D8
135 T20, T17, D12 remember the exception
discussed earlier a first dart single bull still
leaves you on a two dart finish, only you can
tell if two triples and one double are easier
than one single bull, one triple and one
double bull.

150 T20, T18, D18 or T19, T19, D18
149 Another cool out T20, T19, D16
148 T20, T20, D14 or T19, T17, D20 there are
other options but these two are the best.
147 T20, T17, D18 or T19, T18, D18
145 T20, T19, D14 this one has many other
options, but this one uses the largest
triples.
144 T20, T20, D12 easy to keep your rhythm.
143 T20, T17, D16 or T19, T18, D16
142 T20, T14, D20 or T19, T19, D14. I’ve actually
seen this taken out T20, DB, D16 but it’s not
advised.
141 T20, T19, D12 on many of these outs there
are other options but remember to get
yourself to 90 or less.
140 T20, T20, D10 don’t be tempted to go at the
triple 18 or 16 with the second dart trying
to leave yourself on double 16 or double 8,
if you stay on the twenty’s you can leave
yourself at 40 for your next shot

131 The most common out here is T20, T13,
D16 but T19, T14, D16 has a slightly higher
chance of it being taken out because if you
happen to catch a triple 7 while going at
the triple 19 you are still on the two dart
out 110! Take every opportunity the board
gives you.

126 This is another cool finish discussed earlier,
T19, T19, D6. I like this one because you
throw the first two darts at the triple 19 and
even if you hit a single with the first dart
you will be on 107 which is T19, DB. If you
hit the first triple you’ll be on 69 which is
T19, D6.

130 This is a great finish T20, T20, D5 if you miss
the first triple you still have another chance
because 110 is a two dart finish and you go
right back at the triple 20. If either of the
first two darts hits the triple 20 your on a
finish!

125 This is another one to avoid T18,T19, D7 or
T20, T15, D10 look at 129 to see why both
of these options have disadvantages. Also
look at 131 to see why T19, D7 is better for a
two dart 71 than T13, D16.

129 This finish and the next one really suck, try
to avoid leaving yourself here. This is why:
our normal strategy tells us that the proper
first dart is triple 19, so that if you only hit a
single, you will still be on a two dart finish
110, but the T19 only gets you to 72 (above
70) and you will still have to hit another
triple to get to an finish. A triple 20 will get
you to 69 (below 70) and allow you to get to
a finish without having to hit another triple,

139 T20, T13, D20 this is the common way to
take this out, but you might try T20, T19,
D11 for the same reason explained in the
previous out, if you miss the second triple
and hit a single 19 you still have a chance to
leave yourself on 40 for your next shot.
138 T20, T18, D12 or T19, T19, D12
137 T20, T19, D10
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132 T20, T16, D12

133 T20, T19, D8
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single leaves you on double bull if you miss.
122 T18, T18, D7. This double 7 may look strange
but this the only way a pro would go on this
one.

128 T18, T14 , D16 or T20, T18, D7 refer to the
previous finish to see the disadvantages of
these two options.
127 This is as easy as it gets for a big finish. T20,
T17, D8. A single 20 on the first dart still
leaves you on a two dart finish 107. Going
with the first dart at triple 17 may give you
a two dart finish 110, but the triple 17 won’t
get you to 70 or less.

134 T20, T16, D13 this has the safety net of
hitting the T8 on the second dart to leave
DB!

146 T20, T18, D16 or T19. T19, D16

but the single 20 leaves you on 109, which
can’t be taken out with two darts. So you
can go T19, T16, D12 or T20, T19, D6 both
have disadvantages.

121 T20, T11, D14 or T17, T20, D5 both of these
finishes will get you to 70 or less and leave
you on a two dart finish if you miss with the
first dart, but I prefer the one that starts
with the higher triple.
120 T20, S20, D20 another good one for rhythm,
all you need is a triple and a single 20 with
the first two darts in either order.
119 T19, T12, D13
118 T20, S18, D20 There is a temptation here
to go at the triple 18 with the first dart, to
leave yourself on 100 if you miss, but taking
out a 58 with two darts is much easier than
62.
117 This one has some interesting options: first
T20, S17, D20. If you miss with the first dart
you still have 97, T19, D20. There is also T19,
S20, D20. The advantage here is the 7 is
right next to the 19 and if you miss the first
dart left, your still on a 110 two dart finish,
a 5 or a 1 will kill your chances of taking it
out on this turn. The disadvantage is the
single 19 on the first dart leaves a difficult
98, and leaving yourself on 60 with two
darts means you take the risk of busting
trying to only hit a single 20, (I’ve seen it
happen many times). Also stay away from
the T17 on the first dart, the single 17 leaves
a nice 100 two dart finish, but taking out a
66 with two darts is much tougher than
either a 57 or 60.

124 This is another good finish T20, T14, D11.
If you miss the first dart, you still have T18,
DB, if you hit the first but miss the second
dart you have the DB.
123 T19, T16, D9 as you can see with all of these
120’s the object is to throw the first dart at
a triple that will get you to 70 or less and
if you miss it the single still leaves you on
a two dart finish (100, 101, 104, 107, and
110). Then with the second dart, from 70
or less, you throw at the triple where the
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116 T19, S19, D20 this one is much like the 126
finish, all you need is at least one triple
19 with your first two darts and your on a
finish. A single 19 on the first dart leaves
97 T19, D20. Here is an added plus to this
finish, both triples on either side of the
triple 19 will also put you on a two dart
finish! T20, S16, D20 is also not bad but I like
being able to throw two darts at the same
number if I can.

114 T20, S14, D20 or T19, S17, D20 the second
choice here has the advantage of still
having a two dart finish if you happen to
catch a single 7 with the first dart.
113 T19, S16, D20. The 3 and the triple 3 can
save you here.
112 T20, T12, D8 a single 12 with the second dart
puts you on double 20. Don’t be tempted to
go at the S20, D16 when faced with a two
dart 52, the triple 20 will pop up when you
least expect it.

115 T19, S18, D20 or T20, S15, D20. The
advantage to the first finish is if you hit a
single with the first dart, 96 (T20, D18) it
seems to be easier than 95 (T19, D19) for
most people. The advantage to the second
finish is, if you miss to the left with the first
dart the 5 or triple 5 will also put you on a
two dart finish.

111 T20, S11, D20 or T19, S14, D20 with this
first option there is a temptation to go at
the single 19 with the second dart to leave
32, but the triple 19 will bust. There is a
huge difference between taking a number
out with three darts as opposed to two
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104 Three dart out- T19, S15, D16. This is the
only shot where a miss won’t kill you. Both
T20 and T18 have numbers next to them
that can leave you without a two dart
finish. Two dart finish T18, DB

darts. Many times it calls for a completely
different strategy. From this point on I will
show you both.
110 Three dart finish - T20, T10, D10. If you hit a
single 10 with the second dart your left with
double 20. As with the last two finishes the
single 18, double 16 can be dangerous.
(Note: Only use the double bull finish if it’s
your last dart!) Another good finish is T19,
S13, D20 it has a safety factor on the T19,
the S3 or T3. Two dart out - T20, DB

103 Triple 19 is the first dart here bringing you
to 46, from there you can go to the easy 6
- 10 area of the board to guarantee a third
dart finish. T19, S10, D18 or T19, S6, D20.
102 T20, S10, D16, enough said.
101 Three dart finish - Never throw triple 17
with the first dart on a three dart 101, the
single 2 will kill you, that is only a two dart
throw. T20, S9, D16 or T19, T12, D4.

109 - T20, S9, D20. Both the triple 9 and single
9 puts you on a finish from 49, the triple 17
will bust. The advantage here is the safety
of a missed single 5 on the first dart to give
you the two dart 104. Another option is
T19, T12, D8 (Hint: look at the 112 finish for
explanation on the two dart 52)

100 T20, D20.
99 T19, S10, D16
98 T20, D19 the only way

108 T20, S16, D16 this is a pretty good finish the
only thing that can hurt you is the triple 16
second dart. When throwing at the single
16 remember that the D16, D8, S8, and T8
all put you on an finish from the two dart
48. Many people use the trick of aiming for
the wire between the single 8 and single
16.

97 T19, D20
96 T20, D18
95 T19, D19 or SB, T20, D5 a single 20 second
dart leaves double bull. This second option
is tough but you don't have to hit a triple,
also it turns this finish from a two dart finish
into a three dart finish.

107 Three dart finish - T19, T10, D10. This finish
has the advantage that if you missed and
hit 7 or 3 on the first dart it still gives you a
two dart finish. Two dart finish - T19, DB

94 T18, D20 or SB, T19, D6

106 T20, T10, D8 this one is good because it has
a safety net if you missed 5 on the first dart.
On the second dart, no matter what you hit
in the 10 or 6 sections, your on a finish.

91 T17, D20 or SB, T16, D9

93 T19, D18 or SB, T18, D7
92 T20, D16 or SB, T17, D8
90 Three dart out - T20, D15 a single 20 on the
first dart gets you to 70, (T20, D5) a single
20 on the second dart gives you double bull.
Two dart finish - T18, D18

105 T20, S13, D16 has two safety nets.
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89 T19, D16

able to get it to 70 or less after the first
dart. T16, D14 was the answer. No matter
what you hit around that triple you are
guaranteed to get to 70 or less.

88 T20, D14. Never go triple 16 with the first
dart here as the single 16 won’t get you to
70 or less.

75 T17, D12

87 T17, D18

74 T14, D16

86 T18, D16

put you on a D20. Two dart out- T14, D11.

62 Three dart finish - T10, D16. Two dart finish
- T12, D13

85 T19, D14 or T15, D20

73 T19, D8

61 Three dart finish - T15, D8. Two dart finish
- T11, D14

84 T20, D12

72 T16, D12 or T20, D6

60 S20, D20

83 T17, D16

71 Three dart finish - T13, D16. Two dart finishT19, D7. This is because if you catch a triple
7 it still gets you to DB!

59 S19, D20

82 T14, D20 is the best way to go if you have
only two darts in your hand, but if you have
all three darts DB, D16 if you can at least
catch a single bull, it brings you to 57, an
easy S17, D20

70 T18, D8. Two dart finish - T20, D5
69 T19, D6 any time.
68 Three dart finish - T16, D10 this is to make
sure you’re below 60 for the second dart.
Two dart finish - T18, D7

81 T19, D12 or T15, D18
80 T20, D10 at this point you are an easy two
single twenty’s away from the double 20.
Don’t be tempted to go at the T16, D16 a
single 16 on the first dart means you have
to hit a triple or finish with a double bull.

67 T17, D8 is the only way to go with two
darts. If you have all three you may want
to try T9, D20. Like the triple 16 it has all
large numbers around it ensuring you get
below 60, a lot better than catching a 2 or
a 3 going at the triple 17.

79 The common out here is T13, D20. The
higher percentage shot is T19, D11. The
single 19 gets you to 60 which is far easier
to take out than a 66.
78 T18, D12 any time.
77 T19, D10 going at a number like T15 won’t
get you to 60 or less if you only hit a single.
76 I used to always go T20, D8 on this one
until one day in a tournament I missed and
hit a single 5 with the first dart leaving 71
forcing me to hit a triple with the second
dart or give my opponent three more darts.
It seemed ridiculous that from 76 I was not
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47 S15, D16 or S7, D20 this has the safety net
of S19, D14 especially good for a two dart
finish.
46 6 - 10 split here S6, D20 or S10, D18
45 S13, D16 or S19, D13 this has the safety net
of S7, D19

58 S18, D20

44 S12, D16 or S4, D20 this has the safety net
of S18, D13 or the 8 - 16 split S8, D18 or
S16, D14

57 S17, D20
56 T16, D4

43 S11, D16. Use S19, D12 or S3, D20, also S7
D18, if you only have two darts, it’s got a
safety zone on either side.

55 S15, D20
54 T14, D20
53 S13, D20 or S17, D18. This second choice is
good if you only have two darts because a
miss and single 3 leaves DB! From this point
on you may want to throw your first dart at
a number that will put you on D16, but if
you only have two darts make sure you take
the route that has a safety net.

66 Three dart finish -T10, D18 the T10 has big
numbers around it. Or T18, D6. The single 18
leaves 48! Two dart finish -T16, D9

52 T12, D8. Stay away from the S20, D16 it’s
too easy to bust.

65 Three dart finish - this one has many
options, T19, D4 or T15, D10, but probably
the best one is T11, D16. The triple 11 has
numbers around it that will make sure you
get below 60 for the second dart. Two dart
finish - T15, D10

50 Only go for the double bull if it’s your last
dart. Otherwise S10, D20. Don’t let the
triple 18 bust you.

64 Three dart finish - T16, D8. This out has every
possible advantage, even the triple 8 will

a triple that could bust you, because the
safety net is so big S16, D16. I usually aim
for the wire between the 8 and 16 at the
fattest part.

63 Three dart finish - T17, D6. Two dart finish
- T13, D12

42 6 - 10 split here S10, D16 or S6, D18
41 S9, D16
40 D20
39 S7, D16 or S19, D10 or S3, D18. You can’t
miss with these 3 outs right next to each
other. Only the triple 19 will stop you.
38 D19
37 S5, D16 or anywhere at the bottom of the
board. Remember there are 4 odd numbers
in a row 7, 19, 3, 17

51 S11, D20 or S15, D18. Again the S19, D16 is
too easy to bust on.

36 D18
35 S3, D16 or S19 D8
34 D17

49 S9, D20 large triples like the 17 can end your
shot.

33 S1, D16 or S17, D8. Here there is a safety S3,
D15

48 This is the only time I advise shooting near
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32 D16

22 D11 or the 6 - 10 split for a better set up

31 S15, D8 or the 7 through to 3 board area.

21 S5, D8 or S17, D2

30 D15

20 D10

29 S13, D8 or bottom of the board

19 S11, D4 or S3, D8

28 D14

18 D9 or 6-10 split to set up

27 S19, D4 or S7, D10 as this area of the board
has a much better chance than S11, D8

17 S9, D4. Stay away from the S1, D8 as both
the 20 and the 18 will bust you.

26 D13 or the S6 S10 split

16 D8
15 S7, D4

25 S17, D4 or S9, D8

For the rest of the odd outs just throw at the
single that puts you on D4, and then from 7 down
set yourself up to take out a D2.

24 D12
23 S19, D4. Here a S7 or S3 still leave you safe

Re-birth of a dart league
It’s a sad fact that despite
resurgence in the popularity of
darts globally, player numbers in
Victoria appear to be diminishing.
Many leagues are finding it more
and more difficult to field a full
compliment of teams and dart
seasons are either becoming very
short or very long depending on
whether teams play each other twice
or three times during the season to
make up for reduced participants.
Long gone, it seems, are the days of
having team numbers that allowed
for just once through the draw
before commencement of the finals.
During our research for the Darter
the decline was extremely evident.
Many leagues contacted had
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experienced a significant reduction
in members, resulting in few if any
annual or inter-league competitions,
little enthusiasm for league
promotion and only occasion special
members events.
Perhaps the waning player numbers
can be blamed partially on our
aging population, after all one does
reach an age when the travelling
and evening commitments become
difficult, and with the average age
of Australians creeping steadily
higher it may be something we now
need to consider. On the other hand
many young couples find much of
their spare time eaten up striving
for a more luxurious lifestyle
and focussing on a career first
74

and finding little time for simple
pastimes.
Junior dart player’s continue
to emerge but in desperately
low numbers despite the many
opportunities offered by the
VDC. These events are often
poorly attended and leave officials
scratching their heads as to what
more can be done. As we all know
young players are the future of our
sport and what we really require
is retention of our senior players
at the one end whilst bolstering
participation of juniors at the
other… no easy task.
As if things aren’t shaky enough,
in recent months we have had the
additional upheaval of the smoking
ban in venues. Of all the sports
it has hit hardest, darts and pool
must be near the top of the list.
The traditional “neck-oil and durry
brigade” have indeed been hit where
it hurts and perhaps many feel
the weathering of the elements to
continue their “indoor” sport just
isn’t worth the bother.
Smoking isn’t allowed inside and
drinking isn’t allowed outside
(unless in specifically designated
areas). Who would have thought
a scarf, coat and woolly hat would
become an essential part of an
Australian dart-players kit?
Even as a non-smoker I can’t escape
the impact of this well meaning

yet disruptive legislation with
delays in game commencement, the
abandonment of scoresheets and
the ensuing chaos that the constant
rounding-up of players causes to
the flow of a match. No doubt
many league constitutions will be
amended in coming months to
address these etiquette issues, but
at present things remain difficult
at best. The leagues that seem to
cope best are those where only one
scoresheet is used between teams,
reducing commitment of players to
official duties, and freeing up more
smokers to have their cigarette and
return in time for their match.
Some exceptions to the flagging
numbers do thankfully exist
and here we will look at two
organisations which are enjoying
good growth despite the trend.
Perhaps we can take a leaf from
their book in order to help us
with our own shrinking numbers.
Legends Victoria who only emerged
10 years ago has amassed more
than 130 members since that time
and Benalla Darts Association has
grown in recent years from 12
teams to 26. Perhaps if there are
some common elements that we can
identify, by taking these on-board
we may encourage a revival within
our own leagues.
The committee of both Legends
and Benalla are unquestionably
dedicated to meeting the needs
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and expectations of its members,
an important factor in their overall
success. The legacy an outgoing
committee leaves sets the trend
within the league. A robust,
disciplined committee that oversees
with objectivity and foresight will
create an environment wherein new
and interesting ideas can be fielded.
Legends for instance have a fundraising committee of the most
engaging people circulating during
events. They make light-hearted
and friendly conversation, sell
raffle tickets and keep players up to
date on the weekend’s schedule of
activities. I truly believe this makes
a positive impact on the tenor of the
day and allows everyone to feel a
welcome part of each event.
The role such people play within a
league should never be taken for
granted as they contribute far more
than just dollars to the social fund.
Obviously some people are more
suited to these roles than others,
but then a healthy league will
attract a healthy response to these
positions when vacancies exist and
a happy league will often find the
same people content to stay in the
position for more than just one year
before waving the white flag.
Legends was established to
encourage members over the age
of 45, therefore having a format
tailored to accommodate the needs

of this age group was paramount
for its early success. Members have
always enjoyed a well structured
format that include a variety of
events including Trivia Nights,
tours and group bookings at
restaurants for evening meals
during competitions. Many stay at
the same accommodation venues
or at friend’s homes during events
thus making the whole weekend
great fun.
Perhaps the regular inclusion of
non-darting activities has provided
the variety and companionship
away from the oche that many
in this age-bracket seek in a
pastime and attracts or keeps more
senior players within the sport.
VDC affiliation enables Legend’s
players (even in remote areas) the
opportunity to participate in VDC
events. The Melbourne Cup, State
Four’s and Six’s Competitions
and State Reserve Challenge now
become accessible through one
simple membership, without the
weekly commitment.

B e n a l l a Da r t s a s s o c i at i o n
When I finally caught up with Ray
Croxford, President of the Benalla
Darts Association, he was helping
set up for a weekend event… at the
bowls club. Not only is Ray heavily
involved in darts but also finds
the time to help run the Moora
Bowls Club. Ray is a dedicated
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and knowledgeable organiser with
both a personable nature and a
willingness to share.
Despite his workload on the day
we met and several phone calls
from contractors during our time
together he was relaxed and never
once lost his train of thought during
our conversation.
Ray proudly related that Benalla
Darts Association is a family
orientated dart league where
youngsters and the elderly can come
and be part of the activities without
the embarrassment of foul language
and angry, drunken behaviour. That
was stopped years ago when team
numbers were low and Ray took the
helm.
“It’s just not acceptable when you
have the elderly or young people
in the room”, said Ray. “So we
called everyone together and made
it clear that offensive behaviour
wasn’t going to be tolerated any
longer. Most accepted it readily, and
those that didn’t like it left. Those
members were few and the league
was ultimately better off without
them.”
Team numbers soon began to grow
and a sound financial position saw
the league introduce regular darting
and non-darting activities for its
members. Even when their funds
were low the league bought meat
and put on subsidised meals on dart
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nights. Suppers are traditionally
substantial and include a variety of
fine fare from talented cooks within
their ranks.
Seasonal parties and bus trips to
Barooga have become legendary
within the BDA and are often the
first inquiry of new members. But if
one was to think of the BDA only in
terms of bus trips and parties they
would be very much mistaken and
risk overlooking other facets of Ray
and the BDA charter that play an
equally important role in its success.
Like all dart leagues BDA holds
its annual presentation night
with awards and speeches as
committee and recipients address
the gathering. It’s a joyous, lighthearted event celebrated with
substantial trophies, good food
and (of course) some free drinks,
but there’s one moment during the
event when everyone goes silent.
For this one special presentation
during the festivities Ray takes the
microphone and a respectful silence
befalls all in attendance without any
prompting. Everyone in the room
knows the importance of what’s
going to follow.
The presentation Ray holds in his
hand is being made in the memory
of his good friend and dart player
who lost his life trying to save a
mate who climbed into a fume-filled
well and was overcome. Without
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thought for his own safety he
hurriedly climbed down to help
only to suffer the same dreadful
consequences. Ray doesn’t hesitate
to recall during his speech how
“bloody stupid” it was of his dear
friend not to have taken the time
to think first, but the selfless act he
performed still stirs emotion as he
recollects the loss.
Of all the trophies that the Benalla
Darts Association presents at the
end of the season none holds more
sentiment than this one, presented
for “outstanding service” to the
league and its members. Apparently
you can hear a pin drop as Ray
announces the winner. Last year
saw Ray awarded the trophy for his
own efforts by members in a most
emotional presentation and one he
will cherish forever.
Recently the BDA held a fundraiser
for a young pregnant dart player
kicked in the face by a horse and
struggling with the associated
expenses. Raffle tickets were sold
and donations poured in from
members until the final tally
reached several thousands of
dollars. The BDA itself donated an
additional $2000 from its funds and
the caring prize-winner donated the
raffle prize to the young mother-to
be. Do we begin to see a pattern
here?
At the start of my interview with

Ray the one thing I wanted to
ask most was whether he could
highlight any one factor a league
should consider above all others
when striving for success. By the
time our conversation was over I
knew without even having to ask.
For a league to succeed it must
look after its members. Committee
members are certainly important
but they don’t hold any special
rights or privileges. “Monthly
meetings where sometimes
hundreds of dollars of league funds
are spent on meals and drinks for a
select few are just not acceptable”,
said Ray.
There was a time in years past at the
BDA when top players were poached
specifically to bolster one particular
team. “It was never an acceptable or
fair practice and has been stopped
so teams can now choose and keep
there own members and not be
dictated to by one in authority and
misusing their position”.
All league funds belong to its
members equally and should be
used for the enjoyment of the
league as a whole. Responsible
financial management is crucial
to avoiding conflict and upsets
amongst members, not to mention
legal intervention when things get
really out of hand.
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Sunraysia Dart League

A0030793K

Robert Thomson
President
Telephone 03 50235504
Facsimile 03 50257262
E-Mail longrob@bigpond.com

Merbein Club Open - 5-6 July 2008
Irene Chandler 03 5025 2542
Venue: Merbein Citizens Club
Merbein - Approx 10 km West of Mildura.

October Tournament - 11-12 October 2008
Venue: Merbein Citizens Club, Merbein Vic
Approx 10 km west of Mildura.

Singles Tournament - 6-7 September 2008
Double Life System - Points Ranked Event

Ben Hall Classic 15-16 November 2008

During the off-season Neil maintains
a weight of up to 98 kg’s. More than
18kg’s above his competition weight.
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fitness over the years including personal
training and health food promotion.
Neil maintains that good nutrition
is more important than taking
supplements and that the balanced
triangle of diet, training and sleep are
beneficial in all sports not just bodybuilding.
Even today Neil travels the world to
compete, hold seminars and talk of
health in sports in general. His web site
can be accessed at www.neilgardner.
com.au.
It isn’t usual when we think of
darts players to think athletes. But
you are athletes. You combine long

By Neil Gardner - Former Mr Australia

At age 43 Neil has logged up more
than 25 years of active body-building
competition. Standing just 157.5 cms
tall Neil has become, by necessity, an
expert on nutrition and training.

Accommodation
Merbein Pub, Merbein Caravan Park, Merbein Motor Inn,
Various Accommodation in Mildura 10 km east.

Ray expressed sincere
disappointment to hear that during
our research for our Register of
Victorian Dart Leagues (contained
in this handbook), several wellknown leagues have either collapsed
or gone into “recession”, as one past
secretary called it. Ray understands
the problems well, and once offered
his experience to mentor or caretake
a nearby league that was struggling.
Despite the call by its members
for Ray to help it regain its feet,
the foundering committee refused
his offer and chose a path that
ultimately led to the league folding
instead…

High Performance for Darts

Mildura Workingman’s Darts Club
Ashley Andrews 03 50230531
Allison Adams 03 50234798
allison37@hotkey.net.au
Venue: Mildura Working Man’s Club
Mildura Workingman’s Darts Club
Ashley Andrews 03 50230531
Allison Adams 03 50234798
allison37@hotkey.net.au
Venue: Mildura Working Man’s Club

Darter 2008

To help share the rewards of a
healthy bank balance the BDA put
on the infamous Barooga Bus Trip
annually where for only $10, drinks
are supplied on the bus as they
head away for a day at the pokies.
Small novelty gifts are “awarded”
to passengers during the trip and
add to the fun and laughter along
the way. Subsidised $5 dinners and
a few dollars to spend on the poker
machines make a fun day for all.
Last season $2000 was spent on
this event for members’ enjoyment,
but barely put a dent in their
funds… such is the strength of the
BDA.

Neil is an accredited Pro-circuit judge,
a professional body-builder and Chief
Executive of the Victorian Amateur
Body-building Division.
Currently working as a masseuse,
Neil has specialised in many areas of
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periods of concentration with brief
periods of activity. Just because
the actions aren’t exhausting
doesn’t mean they are not difficult
and skilled. The effortless flight
of a dart into the board with any
degree of accuracy comes from
hundreds of hours of practice and a
routine of good health maintenance
is necessary to maintain good
performance levels.
Of course you probably already
know that or you wouldn’t be
reading this handbook. The point
of this article is to discuss how to
improve that performance level. But
first let’s delve a little deeper, and
see what possible elements we can
improve in order to lift our game
result. Some of the most important
resources for improved performance
are around us all the time they are
air, water, and food.

A regular cardio vascular training
can help improve your oxygen
uptake by up to 40%! A brisk walk
for 30 minutes three or four times
each week can increase your body’s
ability to perform and the brain to
focus for longer before a reduction
in concentration or loss of form
becomes evident.

air
Air is of course vitally important
and not breathing definitely lowers
one’s ability to perform!! Seriously,
incorrect regulation of breathing
in stressful situations can reduce
your ability to perform the fine
motor skills needed to throw a dart
with accuracy.
Maintaining a good oxygen flow to
the brain is an extremely important
factor when trying to perform any
activity requiring concentration and
skill over extended periods of time.
Darter 2008

Wat e r
Drinking plenty of water has been
the cry from health experts for
years now and just about everyone
one knows how important water
is these days, but with all those
Sports Drinks and Electro whatsits
to choose from do we really need to
82

drink just water? Is it still the best
form of drink?
Yes, in most everyday situations
the best drink you can have is
still plain, simple water. But if
you actually feel thirsty it’s an
indication that your body is already
coping with up to 30% dehydration
and a supplemented drink will
be beneficial. For a flavorful rehydration drink try mixing 1/3
tap water, 1/3 inexpensive mineral
water, and 1/3 apple juice. You
achieve the desired result much
faster than just plain water and
help keep you hydrated for longer
without the sugars or salts many
pre-mixed sports drinks contain.
Consumption of such drinks can
create a roller coaster of highs and
lows during a game. Not a desired
effect in a sport where maintaining
the status quo is important both
emotionally and physically.
Where possible frequent sips during
a match are best but of course one
does need to balance this with
the effect it may have in causing
frequent visits to the bathroom.
Having a beer or two is common
in most sports, not just darts
and keeping its consumption
to moderation is of course
going to detract less from your
concentration. Remember beer
doesn’t feature highly on the list
of healthy drinks and excessive

drinking will only cause you to
dehydrate more rapidly.

Food
Finally there is food. When to
eat and what to eat are the key
questions here. What you consume
before an actual match is more
important to discuss here with dart
players in mind than your normal
daily routine of food.
Having a large meal before a darts
match is simply not a good idea
as the body will send blood to the
digestive system to process the
meal and reduce the important
blood supply to your brain. Try to
get into the habit of eating two or
three small meals starting about
4 hours before the match. Food if
consumed at 90 minute intervals
will allow for optimum nutritional
uptake.
Plan your small meals thoughtfully
by including a little protein
and some sensible, complex
carbohydrates, (a small can of tuna
and a salad for example), followed
90 minutes later by a few handfuls
of raw unsalted nuts, and finally a
punnet of strawberries, some water
melon or another fruit you enjoy.
Just remember that small meals
throughout the day will be better
for your blood sugar levels (and thus
concentration) than one or two big
feeds.
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Clubs, Associations and Leagues
Alberton Darts Assoc. (Yarram)
Cheryle Rossiter Ph 0428 826 946
Albury Wodonga District Darts Assoc.
Ph (02) 6056 3134
Alexandra Dart League

Benalla Darts Assoc.
Ray Croxford Ph 5763 2240
dwaugh@gotalk.net.au
Bendigo Dart League (Golden Square)
Wayne Davis Ph 5442 4227
info@bdl.org.au www.vdl.org.au
Bethanga Darts Club

Ph 5773 2206
Altona Mixed Dart League
Veronica Wilson Ph 0403 904 238
veronwil@bigpond.com.au

Phyl Stevenson Ph 02 6026 4382
Camperdown Dart League
Gail Harnsworth Fax 5593 3442
Castlemaine Amateur Darts Assoc.

Ararat & Districts Darts Assoc.
Details Required

Ken Simpson Ph 0400 658 240
Cent. Highlands Dart L’gue (Ballarat)

Aust. Hotels Darts Assoc. (Ballarat)
Peter BaxterPh 5335 6564

Linda Blair Ph 5334 7455
dazzdogs@optusnet.com.au

Ballarat Ladies Dart League
Marg Nunn Ph 5335 9388
Ballarat Hotels and Club Darts
Val Rosser Ph 5335 9909
Ballarat Mixed Dart League

Central Darts Assoc. (Morwell)
Graham Scholz Ph 5127 4646
gscholz@aapt.net.au
Colac & District Darts Assoc.
Carolyn Philllips Ph 0404 227 183
colacdarts@hotmail.com
Commercial Hotel Dart Club (Nhill)

Cheryl Wilde Ph 5345 2891
Bairnsdale Dart League
Paul Borookes Ph 5156 8250
retreathotel@datafast.net.au

Adran Wragge Ph 5391 1500
Corowa & Districts Darts Assoc.
Rod Johnson Ph 0419 384 781

Barwon Hotel Social Darts Club
Win Jones Ph 5231 1792
Darter 2008

Devenish Darts Club
Stuart Cooper Ph 5764 4375
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Diam’d Valley Serv. Clubs Darts Assoc.
theharrishouse@optusnet.com.au

Grampians Super L’gue Darts (Stawell)
SecretaryPh 5356 2306

Dooen Darts Assoc
Mick Harris Ph 5384 7230
two.dooenit@bigpond.com.au
East Malvern RSL Darts Club

Green Valley Darts & Soc. Club (Clyde)
Alison Mallon Ph 0422 302 005
fatcity@netspace.net.au
Hamilton Dart League

Tony Shuttleworth Ph 0417 999 554
Eastcoast Dart League (Yarram)

Details Required

Russell Strobel Ph 0438 594 138
eastcoast@darters.net

Hobsons Bay Super League

Echuca-Moama Darts Assoc

Ellen O’Keefe Ph 0413 277 982
ellenk@iprimus.com.au

Frank Broucek Ph 5484 2147

Hopetoun Darts Club

Farmers Arms Dart Club (Nhill)
Dean Smith Ph 5391 3105

Jerome Brown Ph 5083 3021

Geelong Ladies Darts Assoc
Sheena Borninkof Ph 0438 758 090
gldasecretary@bigpond.com
Geelong Mens Darts Assoc
(White Eagle House)
Neville Bridge Ph 5229 1009
nbridge@bigpond.net.au

Hoppers Crossing Dart League
Italian Sports Club
(Premier League) Ph 9241 1225
(Super League1) Peter Murray Ph 9749 3220
competepc@onaustralia.com.au
(Super League 2) Carol Allan
Horsham Darts Assoc

Geelong Darts Club Super League
Garry Mathisen Ph 0417 102 775
matho@datafast.net.au
Gippsland Games (Morwell)
Veni Rowe Ph 0432 272 548

Tracey McDonald Ph 5382 7690
Horsham Ladies Super League
Tania Davey Ph 5381 0006
Horsham Mens Super League

Goroke Dart Club
David Chenoweth Ph 5386 1107

Robert Britten Ph 5382 4454
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Clubs, Associations and Leagues
Korumburra Darts League
Helen Checkly Ph 5655 2247

Mildura Darts Assoc
Brett Bramidge Ph 0419 388 833

Latrobe Valley Darts Association
Bruce Parker Ph 5134 8557
brucejack1@nex.net.au
Latrobe Valley Mixed Dart League
Dianne Berryman Ph 5134 1721
dentis@internode.on.net
Latrobe Valley Ladies Darts Assoc
Sheryl Rockall Ph 0407 006 936
shezeddie@dodo.com.au

Mornington Peninsula Dart League
Geraldine Hutchinson Ph 0412 712 268
Mountain Dart League
John Addicott Ph 9758 6331
Mountain DistrictDarts Assoc
Ralph Brown Ph 9544 2152
Nathalia District Darts Assoc
Secretary Ph 5866 2021

Legends Victoria
Maree Gadzinski Ph 58546264
mfgad@bigpond.com
Loddon Darts Assoc
Gary Sinnott Ph 0429 943 450
gary@taxiservice.com.au

Northern Suburban Dart League
Therese Stein Ph 0415 707 386
stein@aapt.net.au
North Albury Darts Club
Tony Cary Ph (02) 6025 6264
Phoenix Dart League (Maffra)

Maroondah Soc. Darts Ass. (Croydon)
Angela Russell Ph 9729 3242

Metropolitan Hotel Ph 5147 1809
Portland Darts Association

Maryborough & District Darts Assoc
Connie Smith Ph 5345 3137

Sheryl Hallinan Ph 5523 6387
Powlett Darts League

Melton Dart Club
Elaine Floyd Ph 0420 290 953

Trevor Krause Ph 5672 3642
Rainbow Darts Club (Rainbow)

Metro Dart League
Deb Wills Ph 9465 1401

Jim Robertson Ph 5397 2294
Robin Hood Dart L’gue (Drouin West)

Mid Gippsland Dart League
Eddie Raines Ph 5134 1696
Darter 2008

Frank or Anita Ph 5625 4884
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Sale District Darts Assoc
Brendon Green Ph 0407 097 884
beakers1@bigpond.net.au
Seymour District Darts Assoc
Ph 5799 2144

Thoona Hotel Dart Club
Robin Campion Ph 5765 2224
Traralgon Dart League
Rob Irvine (Dog) Ph 0414 826 754
traralgondartleague@gmail.com
Victorian Ladies Darts Assoc

Shepparton Darts Assoc
Deanna Lund Ph 5821 9822

Elva Mowlam Ph 9687 9595
Warragul Club and Dist. Dart League

Springvale Darts Association
Details Required

(Drouin East) Alan McFarlane Ph 5625 3216
Warrnambool Darts Assoc

Sth Gipp. Winter Darts L’gue (Foster)
Rod Harvey Ph 5681 7107
South Eastern District Darts Assoc.
Details Required
Southern Dart League (Clayton)
Brian Murr Ph 0416 142 541
bmassem@optus.com.au
St Arnaud Darts
Trevor Mason Ph 5495 1095
Sunraysia Dart League (Mildura)
Peter Maynard Ph 5021 2973
Swan Hill Dart League
Michael Howard Ph 0419235617
Swan Hill Super League
Michael Howard Ph 0419235617

Chris Ph 5561 5140
Warracknabeal Darts Assoc
Graeme Steed Ph 5394 1098
Werribee District Dart Assoc
Peter Worsnop Ph 5394 1098
West Wimmera Darts Assoc (Nhill)
Dean Smith Ph 5391 3105
awr11913@bigpond.com
Whyalla Darts Association
Peter Atkinson Ph 8649 1862
Wimmera Inter-League Darts
Graeme Steed Ph 5382 0282
Workers Darts Club (Mildura)
Ashley Andrews Ph 5023 4798
allison37@hotkey.net.au

Tallangatta Darts Assoc
Rick Hogg Ph 6071 2618

Yarrawonga Mulwala Darts Assoc
John Velja Ph 0419 888 951
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Executives

Officers

President
Allan Hutchinson
30 Bursaria Cres
Frankston Nth Vic 3200
Tel (03) 9766 6665 Fax (03) 9766 6601
Mob 0412 812 206
Email ginall@bigpond.com

Vice President
Kelvin James
253 Andersons Creek Rd
Doncaster East Vic 3109
Mob 0438 091 505
Email kelvinjames@optusnet.com.au

Ladies Contest Director
Geraldine Hutchinson
30 Bursaria Cres
Frankston Nth Vic 3200
Tel (03) 9766 6665 Fax (03) 9766 6601
Email ginall@bigpond.com

Mens Contest Director
Ron Wilson
79 Third Ave
Altona Nth Vic 3025
Tel (03) 9391 9100 Fax (03) 9391 0706
Mob 0431 897 432
Email rondartscd5@bigpond.com

Public Relations Officer – TBA
Officers of the VDC
Assistant Treasurer

Secretary
Veronica Wilson
79 Third Ave
Altona Nth Vic 3025
Tel (03) 9391 9100 Fax (03) 9391 0706
Mob 0403 904 238
Email veronwil@bigpond.net.au

Assistant Secretary
Deb Wills
114 Spring St
Thomastown Vic 3074
Tel (03) 9465 1401 Mob 0430 276 061
Email bigwillsy@optusnet.com.au

Treasurer
Wendy Sinclair
5 Kinloch Ave
Jan Juc Vic 3228
Tel (03) 5261 6668 Mob 0403504277
Email wendysin@bigpond.net.au
Darter 2008

Cheryl Ballis
106 Pioneer Rd
Grovedale Vic 3216
Tel (03) 5243 8780 Mob 0408 438 780
Email cherylballis@hotmail.com

Assistant Mens Contest Director
Neal Bradbury
1 Young St
Sunshine Vic 3020
Mob 0432 687 108

Assistant Ladies Contest Director
Lorraine Kuntz
11 Gambier Gr
Corio Vic 3214
Tel (03) 5275 5304
Mob 0432 657 874
Email alkuntz22@bigpond.net.au
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Property Custodian
Neal Bradbury
1 Young St
Sunshine Vic 3020
Mob 0432 687 108

Registration Secretary
Lesley Durose
50 Silvereye Cres
Werribee Vic 3030
Tel (03) 9734 0539 Mob 0425 871 670
Email ldurose@smorgonsteel.com.au

State Coaching Director
Brian Murr
7 Scullin St
Dandenong Vic 3175
Mob 0416 142 541
Email bmassem@optusnet.com.au

Junior Coordinator
June Sinclair
6 Narang Crt
Mornington Vic 3931
Tel (03) 5977 2698 Mob 0427 359 366

League Secretaries
ALTONA MIXED DART LEAGUE
Veronica Wilson
79 Third Av
Altona North Vic 3025
Tel (03) 9391 9100 Fax (03) 9391 0706
Mob 0403 904 238.
Email veronwil@bigpond.com.au

CENTRAL DARTS ASSOCIATION
Anne Dodd
Po Box 1117
Morwell 3840
Mob 0413 733 413

EASTCOAST DART LEAGUE
Russell Strobel
11 Evelyn St
Yarram 3971
Tel (03) 5812 0650. Mob 0438 594 138
Email allbrothers@bigpond.com

GEELONG DART CLUB LEAGUE
Garry Mathisen
22 Nanworen Cres
Bell Park Vic 3215
Mob 0417 102 775
Email matho@datafast.net.au

CENTRAL HIGHLANDS LEAGUE
Janine Cassar
289 Clarendon Rd
Lal Lal Vic 3352
Tel (03) 5341 7606
Email jfcassar@optusnet.com.au

GEELONG LADIES ASSOCIATION
Cheryll Lefevre.
65 Swallow Cres
Norlane Vic 3214
Tel (03) 5274 3087 Mob 0433 611 593
Email clefevre@ncable.net.au
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METRO DART LEAGUE

GEELONG MEN’S ASSOCIATION
Neville Bridge
13 Redstone Crt
Whittington Vic 3219
Tel (03) 5248 6437
Email nbridge@bigpond.net.au

HOBSONS BAY SUPER LEAGUE
Ellen Keefe
Po Box 4263
Hoppers Crossing Vic 3029
Tel (03) 9742 2041 Mob 0413 277 982
Email ellenk@iprimus.com.au

LATROBE VALLEY MIXED LEAGUE
Bev Pratt
Po Box 673
Warragul Vic 3820
Mob 0438 278 376
Email bpratt3@bigpond.com

LEGENDS VICTORIA
Maree Gadzinski.
6 Church St
Girgarre Vic 3624
Tel (03) 5854 6264 Mob 0428 518 525
Email mfgad@bigpond.com

MAROONDAH SOCIAL ASSOCIATION
Angela Russell
23 Armstrong Rd
Bayswater Vic 3153
Tel (03) 9729 3242

MELTON DART CLUB INC.
Ray Floyd
4 Smoult Dr
Melton Vic 3337
Mob 0420 290 953
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Deb Wills
114 Spring St
Thomastown Vic 3074
Tel (03) 9465 1401
Email bigwillsy@optusnet.com.au

How a dartboard’s made…

MORNINGTON PENINSULA LEAGUE
Geraldine Hutchinson
30 Bursaria Cres
Frankston North Vic 3200
Tel (03) 9766 6665 Mob 0412 712 268
Email ginall@bigpond.com

MOUNTAIN DART LEAGUE
John Addicott
15 Kilander Crt
Ferntree Gully Vic 3156
Tel (03) 9758 6331 Fax (03)9758 6332

Bleached and combed vegetable sisal is
drawn into bales.

Biscuits are placed within a frame and
compresses into one, tight circle.

Sorters feed a machine which pulls the
sisal into a bundle 15cm in diameter.

Warm glue is then spooned and spread
from a heated tub…

The bundle is tightly bound with paper
and cut into biscuits.

…and spread evenly over the compressed
sisal ready for backboard placement.

NORTH SUBURBAN LEAGUE
(ex Summerworld Hotel Dart League)
Therese Stein
Po Box 951
Reservoir Vic 3073
Tel (03) 9375 4738 Mob 0415 707 386
Email stein@aapt.net.au

SOUTHERN DART LEAGUE
Brian Murr
7 Scullin St
Dandenong North Vic 3175
Tel (W) (03) 8769 3888
Mob 0416 162 541
Email bmassem@optusnet.com.au

VICTORIAN LADIES ASSOCIATION
Elva Mowlam
2/1-5 Edwards St
Seddon Vic 3011
Tel (03) 9687 9595.
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The wooden backboard is then slid into
postion and pressed onto the surface.

Green red and black are added in three
separate processes.

The outer band is joined, and the boards
are stacked to allow the glue to set.

Black printing reveals a recognisable
board ready for the hardware fitting.

Screen printing then adds the three
colours in separate processes.

The inner and outer bulls are punched
into place first…

ring i
s
captu releasing dream

1800 815 160

www.aitch.com
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… the wire spider placed face down
ready for board to be pressed on.

All that remains now is to add the
adjustable number ring.

A special assembly holds both in
alignment during the operation.

Protective gloves are used whilst fixing
the number rings in place.

A final press from the front ensures the
wire is flat and secure.

The entire dart board manufacturing
process is now completed.

The Logan Pub • 1-2 November 2008
Saturday 11am Start
Doubles Knockout Tournament
$16 per couple
Cash Prizes and Trophies Awarded
Saturday Night 8.30pm
Melbourne Cup Calcutta and Entertainment
Sunday 11am Start - The Main Event
Mens Singles Knockout Tournament
Ladies Singles Knockout Tournament
$10 per person
Cash Prizes and Trophies Awarded
Minimum $1500
Accomodation Available - Book Ahead
Barby and Snack Foods available

The Logan Pub

St Arnaud Road, Logan • Telephone 5496 2220
Darter 2008
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Let it be... let it be, let it be ...mine!
Who says old dartboards are
worthless?
Amongst collectable pop
memorabilia search your loft for
the Apple Corporation’s dartboard
which the Beatles – the Fab Four
- used to give away to friends and
employees. Bearing the legend
‘Apple Records’ at the top and the

Apple logo centred on the bull's-eye
one sold at auction in the late 1980s
for £720 ($1,737).

Why five hundred and one?
The very first games of darts
consisted of throwing three darts
and the highest score with those

three darts won the game. But
then things became a little more
sophisticated.

All your darts
and pool needs
+EITH´S $ARTS 0LUS

The original ‘01’ game of darts was
301 and was scored on a cribbage
board. Cribbage is an old English
pub card game where scores derived
from the value of cards were
recorded by pegging holes on a
wooden ‘crib board.’
Each side of the crib board has two
rows of thirty and one extra hole at
each end. To win the game players
had to achieve a given number of
circuits of the board (60 holes) plus
the one extra hole representing
‘home’, making 61. Any game
played on the crib board has to be a
multiple of 60 - plus 1. For example
‘twice round’ would be 120 (plus 1),
‘three times round’ 180 (plus 1).

In the early days of modern darts
the score, to enable scores to be
fairly recorded, was defined as ‘five
times round’ the crib board, that is a
total of 300 (60 X 5) plus 1 - 301. At
every stage of play the players could
see where they were in terms of
score by looking at the crib board.
When chalking was introduced and
as more people began to play, later
versions of the game were anything
-01, (601, 701, 1001, 1,000,001 et
cetera) but this is how it all started.
With the -01 it means that players
have to move away from the 20 bed
at least for a short while in order to
win the game.

8FSSJCFF%JTUSJDU%BSUT"TTPDJBUJPO
1SFTJEFOU1FUFS8PSTOPQ
4FDSFUBSZ#FUUZ&EEPXFT
5SFBTVSFS$MJWF6QUPO

.POEBZOJHIUDPNQFUJUJPO

22 Grafton Street St Albans Park
Mobile 0411 632 906 Home 03 5248 4694

'FCSVBSZUP+VOFBOE+VMZUP%FDFNCFS " #BOE$(SBEF
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God grant me the wisdom... to ask

Pool Hall and
Darts Centre
7 Newman Street Wangaratta
Telephone 03 5721 3900
Facsimile 03 5721 3911
Mobile 0427 652 439

Proprietor Shawn & Pam Spooner

Darter 2008
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Each year the Victorian Government
provides the opportunity for sports
clubs and organisations to apply
for assistance through their grant
schemes. Government assistance
is available for a wide variety of
projects including safety equipment,
coaching and volunteer support to
name just a few.
Projects to expand participation
in sports by minority groups the
disadvantaged and the aged also
carry some weight. Many clubs
would be pleasantly surprised by
the extent of support there is on
offer.
Mental health, Responsible Serving
of Alcohol (RSA) and addressing
obesity issues are all part and parcel
of the Healthy Clubs Healthy People
program and well worth looking
into.
Training and ongoing support
are in place to provide practical
assistance and advice for clubs as
they introduce changes for the
betterment of their members.
Mentoring and promotion of your
sport in schools and four levels of
accreditation for your club can be
achieved through participation in
the Good Sports Program.
Take the time to access all relevant
information at the following sites,

to ensure you're not overlooking
something that may be of benefit to
your club.
The Country Action Grant Scheme
(CAGS) aims to increase the capacity
of community sport and recreation
organisations in rural Victoria.
Grants of up to $5,000 are available
for three project types: “Improving
Organisations”, “Enhancing Skills”
and “Including Everyone”.
Last year the CAGS and Victalent
grants scheme changed to allow
applications to be made all year
round.
For more information go to:
COUNTRY ACTION GRANT SCHEME
www.grants.dvc.vic.gov.au.
VICHEALTH:
www.vichealth.vic.gov.au/Content.
aspx?topicID=47
VIC SPORT AND REC GRANTS:
www.sports.vic.gov.au
COMMUNITY FUNDING CENTRE:
www.ourcommunity.com.au
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Keeping you in
touch, bringing
you the results

Strange and interesting, but not true
When the world’s first ‘bristle’ dartboard
was introduced in the 1930s, the word
soon went around via the less well
informed that the boards were made of
pig bristle.
As a representative of the company
responsible for patenting the product
once said “…for years many folks
thought it was made of pig bristles. We
would have needed an awful lot of pigs!”
Even though this myth has, historically,
been perpetuated up to the present day
it is a patent untruth. The bristle is in
fact a vegetable fibre known as ‘sisal’.

MILDURA WORKING MAN’S CLUB

OPEN SINGLES TOURNAMENT
DOUBLE LIFE SYSTEM
Prize Pool $5000
6 – 7 September 2008 • Entry $25 per player
Entries to be received by 5.00pm 29th August 2008
Registration 9am Saturday 6 September 2008
16 years* and over

BEN HALL CLASSIC
15-16 November 2008

(Betty Hislop) Unit 7/6 Yanmar Place Mandura WA 6210
Telephone 0409 172 647 Facsimile 08 9581 3294

MILDURA WORKING MAN’S CLUB
PO Box 5038 Mildura 3500
Email ash.andrew@milduraworkers.com.au
Ken Adams Phone 03 5023 4798
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*16 year to 18 must be accompanied by a parent

Darter 2008
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Send this entry (Photocopy acceptable) to: Trina Gulliver competition C/O Aitch Design, 11 Evelyn
Street Yarram 3971. Winners notified, Drawn March 1
Darter 2008
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G LO S S A RY O F T E R M S
ARROWS Darts BABY TON A score of 95, usually by scoring five 19’s BAG O' NUTS A score of
45 BARN DART When the third dart of a throw hits the target you were aiming at for with the
first two darts BARREL The part of a dart you grip, right behind the point BED & BREAKFAST A
score of single-5, single-20, single-1. This was based on the typical price of a bed-and-brea kfast,
26 pence BOMBS Very large or heavy darts BUCKET OF NAILS Landing all three darts in the 1's
BULLSEYE The center of the board BUST Hitting more than you need CHALK Keeping score CORK
Center of the board. This comes from the cork in the end of a keg where it is tapped. The ends of kegs
were used for targets in the begining of darts DOUBLE TOP The double-20 FAT The largest porting
of a number FEATHERS The "wings" at the end of a dart that make it fly straight. Also known as
flights GAME ON A call for silence at the start of the game LEG A game in a match, as "the best of
five legs", in which each leg is an entire game MAD HOUSE The double-one, because it can drive
you crazy trying to hit one MUGS AWAY Loser of the previous game goes first in the next game
OCHE The line you you stand behind POPCORN When the darts land so close to each other, they
knock their flights out ROBIN HOOD When you shoot a dart into the shaft of another SHAFT The
part of a dart behind the barrel where the flights mount SHANGHAI A score of a single, double and
triple in the same number SPLASH Darts that score high, not where you wanted them THREE IN
A BED Three darts in the same number TON A score of 100 WIRING Bouncing a dart off a wire

Darts, Boards
and Accessories
Yarrawonga Dart Supplies
131 Belmore Street Yarrawonga 3730
Tel (03) 5743 1468 Mob 0419 888 951
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The Darts Federation of Australia
Incorporated (DFA) is dedicated to the
continued progress of the sport of darts in
Australia by servicing the present and future
needs of the States/Territories and their
Members.

e d i to r i a l
Submit all articles to eastcoast@darters.net.
Please Type DARTER in the Subject line.
Copy deadline is 10/10/2008.
advertising
Submit all Ads to eastcoast@darters.net or
Telephone 1800 815 160 to speak to an advertising consultant
Advertising Deadline is 3/10/2008
subscriPtions
$7+Postage and handling
Bulk League purchases in lots of 50 at $5 ea +$20 Postage

Benalla
&
District
1SPNPUJOH"EWBODFNFOU
5ISPVHI0QQPSUVOJUZ
Darts
Association
LIFETIME MEMBERSHIPS
AVAILABLE
DMVCTUFBNT
TO ALL MEMBERS FOR JUST $150
Contact Wendy Sinclair
NBYJNVNPGQMBZFSTQFSUFBN
Phone 5261 6668
4VNNFS$PNQFUJUJPODPNNFODFTMBUF+BOVBSZ

1IPOFUP1MBZ
Darter 2008
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With vision the DFA will promote and
develop the sport of darts for all to play and
provide the maximum availability to all
Australians to ensure that access and equity
is not denied on the basis of gender, age,
disability, cultural background or location.
Darts Federation of Australia, developing
and fostering all forms of the sport of darts
Coaching... Juniors... Seniors... Legends.

The sport that starts and ends with a handshake
DFA Secretary

National Coaching Director

GPO Box 4790 DARWIN NT 0801

7 Cedar Drive NTH ROCKHAMPTON QLD 4701

Telephone 08 8945 9999

Telephone 07 4928 8895

lynngilmore@austarnet.com.au

ttay6048@bigpond.net.au

Member

For all the latest darting news from around Australia and the World,
log on to the Official DFA Website for regular updates.

www.dfadarts.org
Links to all Australian States and Territories - News and Reviews - Rankings - Australian Darts
Championships - Junior Darts - Player Profiles - Calendars - Interviews - Upcoming events
Results - Honor Boards - DFA News and Documents - Coaching - Life Members - Hall of Fame

9OU DON´T HAVE
TO BE 2OYALTY
TO BE A ,EGEND
*GZPVFOKPZEBSUTZPV´MMMPWF-FHFOET.FFUJOHTFWFOUJNFTFBDIZFBSBUWFOVFT
BSPVOE7JDUPSJB ZPV´MMFYQFSJFODFUIFGSJFOETIJQ DIBMMFOHFTBOEEJWFSTJUZPGB
VOJRVFNBUVSFBHFEBSUMFBHVF/FXQMBZFSTXBSNMZXFMDPNFEBUBMM7JDUPSJBO
NFFUJOHT0VS.FNCFSTBSFPWFSZFBSTPGBHFBOE7%$BG½MJBUFEUISPVHI
-FHFOET7JDPSUIFJS1BSFOU#PEZ&OKPZUIFCFOF½UTPOMZBHFDBOCSJOH

/VER  YEARS OLD
"ECOME A ,EGEND
10#PY(JSHBSSF
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